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ABS1ACT 
The frequency of spindle overlap during ascus development in 
Sordaria brevicollis has been found by different workers to vary 
widely between crosses • This variation was confirmed and it was 
proposed that it can be accounted for largely by assuming that 
different types of asci have different rates of saturation and di.-
charge. This assumption was confirmed by observation. In single 
point crosses the frequency of anal with a 2:2:2:2 distribution of 
wild type and mutant spores declined as the crosses matured. It 
was proposed that either spindle overlap asci or 2:2:2:2 ascl per se 
matured and were discharged preferentially. Ascus dissection 
experiments failed to distinguish between these alternatives. 
The production and distribution of perithecia and protoperithecia 
In Sordaria brevicollis is determined by environmental and genetic 
factors • It was found that the primary stimulus to protoperithecium 
production under laboratory conditions was an interaction between a 
growing culture and a physical barrier, such as a petri dish wall. 
Exhaustion of nutrients and the accumulation of organic substances in 
the medium did not play a major role in the induction of fruiting. 
Two genes, per-1 and per-2, which affect fruiting have been found. 
Per-1 per 2 cultures were completely devoid of protoperithecia. 
Per 1 per 2 cultures have a characteristic phenotype with a fertile 
colony ovotre and a sterile margin. The concentration of some 
pbosphorylat.d Intermediate* of carbohydrate metabolism dropped 
markedly in the sterile regions of cultures when their growth was 
Impeded by a physical barrier. The nature of the interaction between 
a culture and a barrier was speculated on. No evidence was found to 
suggest a role for cyclic AMP in the regulation of these morphog.netio 
event.. 
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Bordaria brevicollia (Olive & Fantini, 1961) is a h.t.rotballjc 
Asconyost., the sating types being designated A and a. The mycelia 
of the two mating types carry both sale and female reproductive 
structures and are morphologically Indistinguishable. The lite 
cycle is shown in Figure 1 • ?h*re are no macroccuLdla and the 
aicroconidia g.rainato Infrequently or not at all • The abs.noe of 
asexual propagules makes the organism extremely non-prolific and 
contamination of cultures with Sordaria from an external source is 
virtually unknown. Their abs.nc., however, removes one of the 
advantages of related fungi such as Nourospora in which the germination 
of conidia facilitates such procedures as the isolation of auxotrcphia 
mutants. 
A wild type culture grown in a 9ce petri dish differentiates 
protop.rith.cia • the I eals reproductive structures, after about 3.5  
days growth. The protoperithecia are distributed evenly over the 
surface of the colony. They my be fertilized either by micr000ntdjation, 
in which a suspension of nioroconidia in water is poured over thong or 
by confrontation of .yc.lia of Opposite sating types. 
Maui forsation proceeds when a pair of nuclei, of opposite mating  
typeØ, becoss associated and b.gin to divide synchronously. Th• 
products pass into ascog.noua hypha.. At the sane Use the aslanic 
per ithsoial wall develops and surrounds the numerous aacogsnoua hypha.. 
The further development of the aaci in S. brevioolljs has bean 
the subject of cytological study by Havasu (1973). The , pair of nuclei 
7i&w'. 3 
Life cycle of Bordaria br.vicollia 
The lower part of the figure illustrates the early nuclear 
events occurring during aacus formation (From Mu'azu, 1973). 
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in the ascoisnous bypbSe divide and each dmut.r nucleus fuses with 
one of ovpoaite noting type. 	of the resulting diploid nuclal 
IN ooatainsd in the ascus initial while the other is contained in 
the basal 0.11 and probably breaks down .vontuelly. Ths basal cell 
doss not spp.ar to for, a secondary cr.si.r (is. Fig. 1). 
The s.quono* of nuolsar divisions in saaus formation in assum ed 
to be similar to that described in Neurospora (Colson, 19341 
Singleton,, 1*63). The first and second divisions of the nucleus in 
the macus initial are normal .1osi.. The third division is a norn..l 
attests forming an sight spored aacua. *I'azu found all aucl.L in 
an macus dividing synchronously at sash division. 
At the first 	
a ' 
iotio division the osntrosr.. of ant- bivalents 
separate • In the absenoe of biasing factors the four proxtani spores 
Of an macus will contain copies of the ountromere Introduced into the 
bivalent by one parent while the distal spores will contain copies of 
that introduced by the other parent (Lindogren, 1*33). A cs*trouere-
linked gs.s will most frequently segregate reahin.d with its cent,... 
re. A cross involving a pair of alleles will produce maci in which 
the distribution of the alleles is determined by the number and 
relationships of recombination events between the locus in question 
and Its oestrors. Sequencing aaoi can therefore be used to invest-
igat* the interaction of dusoaes during meiosis resulting in 
recombination and the associated event, of gene conversion and post- 
meiotic segregation 
In Be br.vioollis a large number of spore colour autants ar• known 
and their Use facilitate* tetrad analysis. 
3. 
lot and 2nd Division Segregation 
In single point crosses (wild type z single mutant) the majority 
of asci have one of three spore sequences, 4+z4m, 2+:2:2+:2. or 
2+:4m:2+. Their origins are shown in Figure 2. Ignoring for the 
nt the effects of spindle overlap, (lb, lib and 11Th in Pig. 2) 
It can be seen that the 4:4 arrangement irises from asiosia in which 
there is no recombination between the gene I p.4-1-tw and its centro-
mere, (Ii). 1/nuel.L are kemegnaseus after the first division of 
asiosis, thus 4r4 aaci involve first division segregation of the wild 
ciras 
type and mutant alleles • A single ssubteatisi between gene and 
oentroaore gives rise to a second division segregation sequence, 
either 2:2:2:2, (11*), or 2:4:2, (lIla). 	Symmetrical (2:4:2) and 
asymmetrical (2:2:2:2) sequences are equally probable, i.e • the 
Inclusion of a chromatid in a recombination event does not affect the 
probability that it will ultimately be included in a terminal or a 
central spore pair. This is confirmed in S. brevicollis by the 
data of Chen (1965) for the spore colour mutant g 4. 94 shows very 
loose linkage to the centroye of linkage group II (2:4*2 frequency 
= 31.2+1.4%) and has almost equal numbers of asytrica1 (325) and 
symmetrical (332) second division segregation sequences. 
Certain infrequent meiotic events my give nm to spore sequences 
different from those described above • Gene conversion produces sect 
In which there are unequal numbers of wild type and mutant spores. 
Most commonly one of the a1le1Es has been converted into the other 
In one or two spores giving 5:3 or 6:2 sequences, In post-meiotic 
segregation asci the number of spores may be 424 but the distribution 
is such that the alleles appear to have segregated at the post-asiotic 
Figure 2 
The origins of the three major types of aaci and the 
consequences of partial second-division spindle overlap. 
In and lb have no recombination between the spore colour mutant 
and its oontrou.r. • Recombination result., in the absence of 
spindle overlap, in aaysetrical (Ha) or symmetrical (Ills) 
second division segregation sequences. 
FIRST 	SECOND 	SPORE SEQUENCE 
DIVISION DIVISION WITHIN ASCUS 
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4. 
third division, e.g. 3:1:1:3. Gems conversion asel often also show 
post-jotjc segregation. In a 5:3 "cum at learnt one spore pair 
must contain one mutant and one wild type spore. Gene conversion 
and post-neiotic segregation are often associated with recombination 
events which occur very close to the segregating allele. • Post-
melotic segregations containing equal numbers of each spore type 
(i.e. aberrant 4:4 9s) cannot easily be detected as spore distribution 
y also be affected by spindle overlap. 
indl. overiso 
,indle overlap or nuclear passing gives rim* to asci in which 
the spore sequence is changed by mscInics1 rearrangement of nuclei 
after the second Mlotle division. Spindle overlap may be partial, 
In which a dividing nucleus interposes one daughter nucleus between 
the daughter nuclei of a second dividing nucleus, or complete, in 
which one pair of daughter nuclei is completely bracketed by another. 
Overlap nay occur at the second or third divisions in ascus formation. 
Th, consequences of partial spindle overlap at the second division 
are illustrated in Figure 2 • First division segregation asci are 
converted into 2:2:2:2. (15-4 lb) 	Asynastric second division asci 
are converted into 4:4. (11a —4 1 Ib) • 	Bystrio second division aid 
are unaltered. Cospl.te second division overlap also causes transfers 
between class.. • As the frequency of this event is less than % 
(Berg, 1966) Its effect on "Gus typo frequencies is minimal. 
Third division overlap my also be partial or cosplete. The 
produots of some of the most cooe  third division overlaps are shown 
In Figure 3. 
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The consequences of some of the moot ccon partial 
third-division spindle overlap events. 
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Estieation of recombination and sindl* oyerjai, frequencies 
In a random isaple of asci the frequenot.s of different types of 
saci can be used to estimate the frequencies of recombination and 
spindle overlap. In single point crosses the frequency of recombin-
ation between a gone and Its oentroasre is a function of the frequency 
with which the alleles involved segregate at the second division. 
As only half the spores in a second division segregation asot - are 
recombinants the recombination frequency is calculated as half the 
frequency of such asci. 
The notation used throughout is that of 1hitehouse (1987) where: 
p = frequency of 2nd division segregation 
• = frequency of syetrio 2nd division segregation 
r = frequency of asymmetric 2nd division segregation 
* = frequency of partial spindle overlap at the 2nd division 
In the absence of spindle overlap, 
p= r + s 
and 	r=s 
p = 2s 
1) Recombination frequency 	= s 
The maximm value of . 1. 0.33: Random spore analysis gives 
maximum recombination frequencies of 0.5 • The disparity in these 
values results from the inability to recognize non-parental dityp.s 
in single point crosses. 
Spindle overlap is manifested as an excess of 2:2:2:2 over 
2:4:2 sequences. 
Exosa asystric asoi = r - $ 
6. 
This formula corresponds closely to the frequency of partial second 
division spindle overlap only for closely oentrore linked genes. 
It does not take into account the loss of recombinant 2:2:2:2s through  
overlap converting then to 4:4. • As the frequency of recombinant 
2:2:2:2s increases with gene - centrouere distance excess asymmetric 
asci becomep an increasingly inaccurate seasuze of spindle overlap 
frequency. 
The frequency of partial second division spindle overlap (x) is 
calculated using the formula: 
- 
2) 	x = r a  1 - 35 
Whitehouse (1907) gives this I oraula as 
2r - p * 2 -3p 
Poruila 2 is derived as follows 
Total 2:2:2:2s x non-recombinant overlapped asci + 
recombinant non-overlapped asci. 
r = (1-29)x + 2s (lx) 
solve* to   x = 	 (2) 1-3. 
Pbradse 1 and 2 can be applied to any •ingle point cross to 
give the, frequencies of recombination and spindle overlap. 
I&i'azu identified spindle overlap cytologically in S. br.vicollis 
during int.rpbue of the second division. He classified four types 
of nuclear arrangement, reproduced in Figure 4. Type C saci contain 
partial spindle overlap. Type S could result in third division over- 
:,-.-J- - -. 	- 	- 
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Your types of nuclear arrangs.ut observed cytologically 
during tht.rpha.e of the second division (fa Mu'azu, 1973). 
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7. 
lap of central nuclei or in second division overlap. As third 
division overlap is independent of second division overlap (Berg, 1966) 
It is likely that type B asci lead to second division overlap with 
the same frequency as they lead to no second division overlap. Mulazu 
do.s not comment on the discrepancy between the frequency of type C 
ssci (42%) and the highest estimate of spindle overlap he obtained 
through tetrad analysis (19.4%). 
V*riation In spindle overlap frequency 
Qien and Olive (1965) found variation from 0 to 78% in the 
frequency of excess asymmetric asci in 18 crosses involving 10 pairs 
Of allele. • Their data, and the frequency of spindle overlap calcul-
ated using foreula 2 appear in Table 1. 
There are two sources of variation in the frequency of excess 
"Y trio asci • Th* first is variation in spindle overlap frequency 
(x), and the second is variation in gene - centromere distance (=s). 
?oreula 2 compensates for variation in the value of a when calculating 
spindle overlap frequencies. As the gene - oentrcsere distance 
Increases the accuracy with which x can be estimated decreases • In 
a cross involving a oentro..re unlinked gene (e.g. g4 ), equal numbers 
of the three major asous classes La eqeoted whatever the value of x. 
Other workers have also observed a large amount of variability 
In spindle overlap frequency (Berg, 1966; Bend, 1969; fibaw, 1962; 
'azu, 1973). Berg suggested that the range observed by Chen and 
Olive eight be caused by differences in the genetic background of their 
isolates • OW accounted for her smaller range (27% to 47%) on the 
grounds that her strains were more Isogonic through backorossing. 
Table 1 
Frequency of excess saysestric aaci and partial second division 
spindle overlap saci in single point crosses of 10 spore colour 
mutants. With the exception of the final column the data is that 
of Chen and OILy. (1965). 
f l _f 
i.e. of % excess asymmetric asci = + I 
-'J 	U 
where f = (2:2:2:2] 	[2s4:2] in a total of n 
The frequency of spindle overlaps is calculated according to 
formula 2 (se P. 6 ) where 
r  
X = 1 - 3. 
The standard error of * is calculated according to the formula, 
= a(b-c)2 + b(a-c)2 + c(a-b)2 variance of x 
where a = no of 4:4a; b = no of 2:2:2:2s and a = no of 2:4:2.. 
Th formula for the variance of x was kindly supplied by Dr F. CR. Reeve. 
Data from aien & Olive (1966) 
Frequency of 
 
division spindle Spore "queue* xcess 
Cross 
Cross LOCUS 
______ _______ ____ asystrio overlaps calculated 
DO* 4:4 2:2:2:2 2:4:2 asci by formula 2 (p. 6  ) 
1 y2axy24A 72(I) 763 23 3 2.5+0.6 2.8+0.6 
2 72At3'2 * " 246 77 1 23.5+2.4 23.7±2.4 
3 b1axb1 A b1 (II) 186 395 15 63,8+2.0 69.0+2,1 
4 bAxb1 a " 129 588 17 77.8+1.5 83.6+1.6 
5 gaxg3 A g3 (XI) 485 12 1 	10 0.4+0.3 0.4+1.0 
6 g3Axg3'a if  428 165 10 26.7+1.8 27.1±1.9 
7 g4axg4 A g4 (II) 49 61 82 -0.6 7.1±70.9 
8 g4Axga to  404 328 332 -0.4 -5.9+41.2 
2 g2 g2 (1h1) 156 201 11 51. 8±2.6 56.7+2.8 
10 g2 Axg2 a " 473 47 14 6.2+1.0 6.7±1.5 
11 g5 &C 8 A g5 01 1) 1,015 493 260 13.8+0.8 24.1+2.0 
12 g5Axg5 a " 800 211 146 5 .7±0.7 9 . 2±2.3 
13 y4ax74 A 74 (V) 177 87 0 32.9+2.9 32.9+2,0 
14 y4Axy4 a " 412 236 0 36,4+1,9 36.4+1.9 
16 h**h3 A h3 (III) 506 72 31 8 .7±1.0 7.9+1.8 
16 h3Axh3 e " 898 173 52 1018+0.9 12.5+1.4 
17 g7*Xg7 A g7 (III) 1,432 401 42 19.1+0.9 20.5+1.0 
18 g7Axg7 s " 342 
.W— 
226 8 t 	I 37.8+2.0 - 39.5+2,1 - 	 I 
8. 
She also found that the difference in overlap frequency between reciprocal 
crosses on the same plate was less than that between repeat crosses. 
This observation suggests that environmental rather than genetic factors 
were largely responsible for the variation. 
!&i 'azu (1973) examined the effect of temperature on spindle over-
lap frequency in a cross of a y4 allele, which Is inseparable from 
the centromere of linkage group V. with wild type. The frequency 
rose from 8.0% at 18°C. through 12.6% at 200C to 19.4% at 25°C and 
fell to 15.1% at 37°C. One very marked result of the experiment was 
a four fold increase in partial third division overlaps at 370C. 
.i'azu suggested that the increase in third division spindle overlap 
at higher temperatures might result from an increase in the rate of 
ascua elongation relative to the rate of nuclear division. Bistis 
(1986) reported an increase in spindle overlap with decreasing 
temperature in Asoobolus st.rcorariva. 
Differential maturation of asci 
A difficulty of tetrad analysis in Ascoayoetes I. achieving 
synchronization of crosses • A cross proceeds from fertilization 
through asous formation, maturation and final dehiscence. The time-
scale of these processes may vary depending on the genetic background 
of the cross and on environmental conditions. In addition the total 
number of mature asci produced by each prithscium may vary considerably. 
Fertilization is the only point which can be accurately fixed in 
ti., after that it is difficult to say exactly what stage of maturity 
a cross is at. It seemed possible that the large amount of variability 
observed in spindle overlap frequencies was not so much a consequence 
of real variability between crosses as of variability within a cross 
9. 
as a result of sampling it at only one time point. 
Lawh (1966, 1967) investigated polarized segregation, and 
differential maturation and bursting of asci in Mcouyoetea. In 
cra..a he found a decline In the frequency of second 
division segregation of the 'aaco' spare colour mutant from 30 to 
18 as the cross matured. In Swdarla fietgola he found no decline 
In second division segregation frequency but found a decline with 
time of 4:4 aaei with wild type spores prcximel. To account for 
the.e observation, he suggested that the rate of maturation of sect 
was affected directly by the distribution of wild type and mutant 
spores • rather than by the asiotic history of the ascus which is 
indicated by spore distribution. Lamb proposed to mechanisms by 
which spore distribution might affect the rate of aecue maturatIon,  
The first is that the trsnslocation of nutrients up the ascus —y 
be affected by spore distribution, As such transport to probably 
mediated by active transport mobantsms Impaired metabolism in the 
vicinity of mutant bearing nuclei could bring about slower maturatlan 
Of neat with mutant spore. proximal, His second hypothesis is that 
the mature of the apical spor* pair my affect the dehisosnos , of the 
apical pore. 
In order to test the hypothesis that the apparent frequency of 
spindle overlap in S. brevioollis varid with cross maturity samples 
Of seat from single point crosses of spore colour mutants were 
scored 00 successive days. 
10. 
Materials and Methods 
Strains 
The following strains of Bordaria brevicollis were used in this 
work. 
8229 is a yellow spore colour mutant. It is an allele of 
the 74 locus and In very closely linked to the centroasre of linkage 
group V. It arose spontaneously and was isolated by the author. 
8187 is also a yellow spore colour mutant, the phenotype 
being indistinguishable from that of 8220. It is an *11.1* of the 
79 locus and is approximately 15 sep units from the oentroaere of 
linkage group II. It was isolated following U.V. treatment by 
Bond (1989). 
c79 is a buff spore colour mutant, also located on linkage 
group II • It is a member of the b1 locus and is approximately four 
units from the centroasre. It was kindly supplied by Professor LB, 
Olive. 
DAB 8 is a grey spore colour mutant. It was kindly supplied 
by Dr HILL. Whitehouse and is probably unlinked to the aentroneris 
Of linkage group II at the g4 locus. 
so-i is a morphological mutant isolated and napped by 
LLV. Cooray. It is located approximately aid-way between the 
locus and the oentroaere • Th* phenotype of this strain is 
oharact.rised by slower growth than wild type and by an altered, 
'fluffy', aorphology at the colony margin. 
!rossinr teØ,nigues 
Crosses were carried out at 25 0C in Oca petri dishes • 20als of 
cat nsmal agar was the standard crossing asdiun and plates wars 
11. 
routinely used within 48 hours of pouring. Male and female parents 
were grown separately for four days. About 4mls of sterile distilled 
water we then poured over the culture designated as the male parent. 
The surface of the mycelium was agitated with a glass rod and the 
resulting suspension of mioroconidia poured over the female parent 
which was shaken to ensure wetting of the entire mycelium. Excess 
water was poured off. Perithecia became visible after a further two 
days of incubation. 
For rapid testing of the mating type or spore colour of an 
Isolate crosses were performed by confrontation. Up to four inocula 
were placed simultaneously on one plate. Perithecia were formed 
after about four days of growth along the line where theycelial 
lrowts of strains of opposite mating type met. This method had the 
advantages of speed and economy. 
Scoring teohniaues 
Perithecia were harvested by scraping the surface of a culture 
with a tungsten needle, and crushed in a drop of 10% (w/v) sucrose 
solution on a elide. The sucrose solution prevents osmotic bursting 
of maci (Lamb, 1966). Clumps of maci liberated by crushing were 
transferred to a clean slide and teased apart with tungsten needles, 
again in 10% sucrose solution. The resulting groups of maci were 
flattened under a coveralip and scored at a magnification of x4OO. 
Asci were classified according to the arrangement of spores of 
different phenotypes. Every macus on a prepared slide was examined. 
Those in which all eight spores could not be seen were discounted. 
Examples of this type of ascus were those in which one or more spores 
were missing or obscured by debris on the slide. In this way 
12. 
scoring biases were itinimised • Mci in which the spores had not 
developed their suture colour but in which the phenotypes were 
nevertheless distinguishable were scared as partially mature. The 
number of completely immature asci was also recorded. In these the 
wild type and mutant spores were indistinguishable 
We" isolation and aaoua dissection 
Fresh Isolates were obtained by spreading discharged spores on 
4% agar and picking off individual spores into tubes containing 
Vogel's (1956) N medium. 0.7% sodium acetate was added to the 
medium to stimulate germination wbon wild type isolates were required. 
Spore oolour mutants germinated without this supplement. 
Aaoi were dissected on 4% agar with tungsten needles under a 
magnification of x80. Soores were picked into tubes of Vogel's 
medium, numbered so as to retain the some order as in the ascus. 
The formulae for all media are given in Appendix I. 
13. 
CHAPTER 2 
Analysis of single point crosses 
Results 
Figure 5 shows the frequency of 212:2:2 aaci in three crosses 
sampled on successive days. Each cross involved a different spore 
colour mutant. The data from which the graphs were extracted appears 
In Table 2 (AC). A marked decline in 2121222 frequency was 
apparent in all crosses. It is proposed that this phenomenon is 
largely responsible for the reported observations of variation in 
spindle overlap frequencies. A plot of spindle overlap frequency 
with time was obtained by applying formula 2 to the data (Figure 8). 
The decline in spindle overlap frequency appeared to be very similar 
for the three oross.s • There may be some teaporal displacement due 
to difficulties of eynchroniaation. The result of the cross involving 
o79 for exaspie appears to be displaced by about twenty four hours to 
the right. This could have been the result of some environmental 
factor causing slower development of this cross or it could be a 
property of the a79 genotype. In -aayiaassrIt is clear that a sasple 
of asci from the three crosses taken on any particular day my show a 
wide variation in spindle overlap frequencies, e.g. from 57% to 33% 
on day 7 and from 44% to 21% on day 9. 	The range of spindle overlap 
values was 68% to 21%. Of eighteen crosses performed by then (1965) 
seven gave values significantly outwith this range. One of the.. 
1C)L.k 
was higher (83.6+1.6%). Five of the 'emeinder 4ibetwen 2% and 
13% and ons (Cross 5 1 Table 1) had no significant excess of 2:2:2225. 
PiarsG 
Yr.4piellcy of 2:2:2:2 seal between 4 and 10 days after f.rtllizatiom 
In tbr.e single point crosses 
• 	 8329 * wild type 
£ 	A 	c79 x wild type 
0 	 0 	8187 * wild type 
Data taken from Table 2 (A-C) 
1 -1- ± 	- U 
wbere S is the n*ber of 3:2:2:2 seal is a saspie of n. 
0 	 0 	 0 	 0 	 0 	 0 
'U IT - 
















Numbers of different classes of asci from three single point 
crosses. 
net. = aeci in which all spores had developed their 
mature colour 
aeci in which the mature spore colours were only 
partially developed though differences between 
phenotypes could be distinguished. 
Immature asci were those in which the different spore colours 
could not be distinguished. 
Aberrant asci were those with unequal numbers of wild type and 
mutant spore. e.g. 5:3 and 8:2 
Sequence 
Days after fertilization 
5 
of spores  
6 7 9 
mat. 1mm. mat. 1mm. mat. 1mm. mat. jmm. 
4:4 222 15 290 22 345 11 444 18 
2:2:2:2 288 4 215 10 183 2 114 7 
2:4:2 6 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 
3:1:1:3 10 0 7 0 13 1 15 2 
2:1:1:1:1:2 5 1 5 0 7 0 7 0 
2:2:1:1:1:1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2:3:1:1:1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3:2:1:2 	- 1 0 3 0 2 0 2 0 
2:3:2:1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2:2:1:2:1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Other 3rd div. 
overlap sequence 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Aberrant 3 1 4 6 2 0 1 0 
Immature - 200 - 137 - 110 - 149 
Total 535 221 524 173 555 124 584 176 
Table 2A 
Numbers of different types of asci from a cross of a yellow 
spore colour mutant (S229) with wild type. 




Days after fertilization 
5 6 7 8 9 10 




14 38 11 54 
48 
48 3 85 11 
28  15 29 15 54 
- 





51 31 44 10 49 
19 
44 1 26 4 













4 4 2 6 
6 
6 1 4 1 
 2 5 18 115 31 -2  0 
3:1:1:3 0 5 1 1 11 3 7 1 9 0 7 0 
2:1:1:1:1:2 1 2 1 1 	4 3 10 0 6 0 3 0 
2:2:1:1:1:1 3 0  5 0 1 0 5 0 1 0 
2:3:1:1:1 2 0 :#20 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 
3:2:1:2 2 1  3 0 1 0 0 0 4 0 
2:3:2:1 o 0 1 0 	0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
2:2:1:2:1 o 0 1 0 	0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Other 3rd div. 
overlap sequence —13 0 0 0 	1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 
Aberrant 2 0 2 0 	0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Immature 
- 167 - 119 	- 68 - 47 - 37 - 39 




Numbers of different types of asci from a cross of a buff spore colour 
mutant (c79) with wild type. 	Isolate nos. B88.2 (c79A) x M11.32(a). 
Sequence 
of spores 
Days after fertilization 
4 5 6 7 8 
mat. 1mm. mat.1 1mm. 
mat.!im. 
mat. imm. mat. imm. 
53 4 50 2 57 0 34 2 84 1 
44 8 41 2 55 1 34 0 67 1 
64 9 74 1 46 1 34 0 41 1 
85 9 73 2 51 0 34 0 52 0 
77v V 
\WWL1L&A J 18 2 29 6 14 0 15 2 25 0 
28 6 27 2 15 1 11 2 21 1 
3:1:1:3 3 0 5 0 3 0 5 1 4 0 
2:1:1:1:2 5 0 7 1 9 0 1 0 6 0 
2:2:1:1:1:1 2 0 4 0 - 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 
2:3:1:1:1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
3:2:1:2 2 0 5 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 
2:3:2:1 0 0 0 - 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
2:2:1:2:1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Other 3rd div. 
overlap sequenceE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Aberrant 6 1 7 0 6 0 6 0 1 0 
Immature - 730 - 191 - 51 - 20 - 120 
Total 310 769 322 207 260 54 175 27 301 [ 124]  
Table 2C 
Numbers of different types of asci from a cross of a yellow spore 
colour mutant (S187) with wild type. 
Isolate nos. 	M35.1(mo5187A) x D1.7(a) 
?r.quancy of asci containing partial second division spindi. 
ovr laps between 4 and 10 days after f'tiliastica in throw 
.thgle point crosaa. 
• 	• 	8320 x wild type 
£ 	 £ 	dO * wild typo 
0 	 0 	818?z wild type 
Data taken from Table 2 (A-C) 
The frequency of spindie overlap Is calculated according to 
formula 3 (a.. p • ) .h.re; 
1-3. 




ce of x a(b-C)
24b(a-c)2ec(.-b)2 = 
(n-30)4 
sre 5 z no. of 44a; b = no. of 24s2:2s; a = no. of 3:42s 





















4 	5 	6 	7 	8 	9 	10 
Days after fertilization 
14. 
The results of the single point crosses i1y that aaoi with a 
2:2:2:2 distribution of wild type and spore oolour mutant spores 
mature and/or discharge earlier than those with 4:4 distributions. 
As Lemb (1966), suggested this may be a consequence of some inherent 
property of 2:2:2:2s per se. Alternatively it may be that asot with 
partial second division spindle overlaps mature and/or discharge early. 
This will manifest itself as a decline in 2:2:2:2 frequency in crosses 
Involving centromere linked genes. Means of distinguishing these 
possibilities will be discussed. 
Prefereja1 maturation and discharge of aoi 
Both preferential maturation and preferential discharge were 
probably responsible for the decline of 2:2:2:2 asci with time. 
It could be supposed that some property of 2:2:2:2s made them complete 
the developmental process from aacus initial to discharged aacosporea 
more quickly than 4s4s. Alternatively the first asous initials 
formed after fertilization could be more likely to develop into 
2:2:2:2s than those formed later, Within any class of aeci the 
developmental process was by no means synchronized • Even perith.oia 
in which the majority of aaci had been discharged still contained 
some iture asci. Discharged spores were usually first seen about 
forty-eight hours after the first mature asci could be scored. 
Preferential maturation and discharge will be referred to simply as 
preferential discharge. 
UM hypothesis of preferential discharge of spindle overlap anal 
Stoae that asci formed early in a cross are more likely to 
contain spindle overlaps than those formed later, mis might be the 
16. 
result of a shorter mean ascus length at nuclear division in early 
asci. Mhatever the mechanism of the effect the preferential dis-
charge of asci with partial second division spindle overlaps will 
result in a decline in 2:2:2:2 frequency with time. This only 
applies to 2:2:2:2 distributions of centramere linked alleles. In 
the extreme case of S229, which is inseparable from its centromere, 
all 2:2z2:2s contain spindle overlaps. As oentromere distance 
increases so will the number of 2:2:2:2s which are recombinant rather 
than overlap. Spindle overlap seci will also be increasingly found 
In the 4:4 and 2:4:2 classes through overlap of reoombinational asci. 
*en the centromere and gene are not linked the three classes of asci 
will be expected to be equal in size and the proportion of overlap 
and non-overlap asci will not vary between the classes. In this 
case the preferential discharge of 2i2*2:2s will vanish. Figure 7 
Illustrates this effect in a theoretical situation, based on the 
observed decline of 2:2:2:2 frequency in the 8229 * wild type cross. 
For ease of computation the decline is taken to be linear from 
r = 60% to r = 20% in six days. In the cross of 8229: 
a = 0 	 r = 
Using the values of x at different times, graphs can be constructed 
showing the expected decline in 2:2:2:2 frequency (r) for different 
values of a • Values of r were calculated from formula 2 9 rearranged 
so that, 
= x+s-3xs 	 (2A) 
Inserting the values of a found from the crosses of c79 and 8187 1, the 
predicted and observed declines can be odapar.d (Figure 8). 
Fi&ure 7 
Theoretical effect of increasing centram.rs distance(s ) 
on the decline in 2:2:2:2 frequency with tine. It is assumed 
that the frequency of asci containing partial second division 
spindle overlaps (x) declines linearly from 60% to 20% over a 
$ ix day period. 
The theoretical decline, are calculated from formula 2A 
(a.. page 18) where 
















Predicted and observed decline in 2*2*2*2 frequency with 
time for three single point crosses. 
The predicted decline Is calculated from formula 2A (a.. 
page 15) where 
r = x + s - Us 
assuming that the frequency of partial ascend dtvisian spindle overlap 









5 	7 	9 
	
5 	7 	9 	11 
	
5 	7 	9 
Days after fertilization 	 Days after fertilization 	 Days after fertilization 
S229 	 x=0 
	
c79 	 s = 0.053 	 S187 	 s = 0.149 
16. 
A second prediction of the hypothesis of preferential discharge 
of spindle overlap asci In that the frequency of 2:4:2 aaci will not 
change with tine. As the size of the 2:4:2 class is neither added 
to nor subtracted from by spindle overlap the proportion of 2:4:2& 
containing overlaps will be the sane as the frequency of overlaps 
in the cross as a whole. The decline in 2z4g2s as a result of 
preferential discharge of overlap asci will be proportional to the 
decline in the total aacua pool. Th• ratio of 2:4:2n to total asci 
Is therefore unaltered by changes in x. 
= (a-xs)+xa = a 
• In independent of x 
The observed frequencies of 2:4:2s are shown against time in Table 3. 
There was no significant change in 2:4:2 frequency in any of the 
three crosses. 
Cross Days after fertilization Hetero- 
geneity P Total Frequency (%) 
29xi - - 
1 
- - 9 0.41 
+0.12 523 524 555 
-- 
584 2186 
C 79 X + - 
r 












8187 x 4 
48 56 30 26 - 







4~(62 6 ____ 1368 
Table 3 
Numbers and frequency of 2:4:2 asci in single point crosses 
between 4 and 10 days after fertilization. Data extracted 
from Table 2(A-C) .  The figures in the columns headed 
'days after fertilization" represent L where f is the number 
of 2:4:2& in a total sample of ii asci. 
/ £ 
n - 
B.O. = + 	I 	n 
-  
17. 
A third expectation arising from preferential discharge of 
spindle overlap asci is that the proportion of recombinant asci in 
the 2:2:2:2 class will increase with time. This proportion can be 
predicted for any given values of x and s. 
recombinant 2:2:2:2s 	 (s-xa) 
Total 2:2:2:25 7(1-2s) + (a-x.) 
- 	e - xs 
- x+.-3xs (3) 
Inserting values of x and $ into equation 3, for example a = 0.18 
and x declining from 0.8 to 0.2 with time, the predicted proportion 
of recombinant/total 212;2:2e increases from 12.5%, (x = 0.8), to 
46.2%, (x= 0.2). 
The hypothesis that spindle overlap asci are preferentially 
discharged leads to the predictions discussed above • The data from 
the single point crosses of S229,, 079 and 8187 do not appear to 
contradict any of the predictions • Two experiments have been 
performed which further teat the predictions, 
Cross involving centroaere-unlinkd marker 
The isolate DAB 6 was used to teat the prediction that the 
ee - c. 
decline in 2:2:2:2 frequency will approach zero as the - 	ctrc 
re 
 - nee approaches 33.3%. DAB 6 is a grey spore colour mutant, 
probably an allele of g4 which has a recombination frequency of 
31.2 ± 1.4% (then, 1968). In this work the recombination frequency 
was 34.8 + 1.7%. A cross of this isolate x wild typo was sampled 
on four successive days • None of the samples had a frequency of 
2s2*2z2 aaoi significantly different from 33,3% (Table 4), 
18. 
Day Spore sequence 
Frequency of  
2: 4 :2  
 Thtal  
4t4 2:2:2:2 
3 31 24 34 89 7.0 + 4.7 
5 65 73 74 212 34.4 + 3.3 
6 90 69 78 237 29.1 i- 3.0 
7 79 86 93 58 33.3 + 29 
Table 4 
Numbers of asci in the three major ascus classes 
from a cross of a grey spore colour mutant (fl8 6) 
with wild type 
s.e.=+ 	 ZR 
n 
where f = no. of 2:2:2:28 in a total of n 
Proportion of recombinant 2:2:2:2s 
The prediction that the proportion of recombinants in the 
2:2:2:2 class would increase with time was tested by dissecting asci 
from a cross of mo-1S187 x wild type. The morphology and mating 
type of black spores in 2:2:2:2 asci from this cross was ascertained, 
Almost all 2:2:2:2s can be classified as one of three types Illustrated 
In Figure 9. 	Spindle overlap asci, (type A) will retain the parental 
configuration of S187 and mo-1. The black spores will therefore be 
of wild type morphology. 	Non-overlap 2:2:2:28 (types B and C) will 
contain a recombination between 8187 and its centromer.. The majority 
of these recombination events will occur distal to mo-i and one of 
- 	 €SO 
the black spore pairs will be mo-i (type B). The .etre. 
ttktLr Cc,er€ 
dtaIi of mo-i and S187kare 2 and 15% respectively. 2/15 of 
recombinants between 8187 and the c.ntromere will therefore have 
the recombination on the proximal side of mo-i (type C) and will be 
• 	 . - 	_ 	-- - 	_4'_-_ •_•• ___ . 
— 
i - 	 - - - - 	
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Figure 9 
The three most cowon origin* of 2:2:2:2 asci in a cross 
no-1 8187 	+ 	+ 
of 	 x 
For explanation ti  see page 18 
mot - 	5187 	 0 
() 	 I 
I. 






mot - 	5187 	 I C) 
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mot - 	5187 
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indistinguishable from type A in terms of the segregation of Ro-1 
and 8187. 
The proportion of recombinant 2:2:2:2. is, 
- TypeB+ Type C 
Type A + Type B + Type C 
As Type. A and C are indistinguishable the proportion may be calculated 
as, 




2:2:2:2* from a cross of no-I-8187 x wild type were dissected 
4 and 8 days after fertilization. This is one of the single point 
crosses discussed previously. The values of r and s on days 4 and 
8 are; 
100 	 -155 
= 	; 	r8 	301 
45 	 _i_ 
= 	 •8 = 301 
Introducing the value of x found by formula 2 into formula 3 the 




x + e - Us 
Substitute (2) 	r - 	 for x 
1 - 3. 
(3A) 	Jecombinant 2:2:2:29 - s(l-r-29) 
Ibtal 2:2:2:2s 	 r(I-39) 
Applying formula 3A to the data the expected proportion of recombinant 
2:2:2*2& increase. from 10.6% on day 4 to 31.4% on day 8. The 
experimental results appear in Table 5 • The predicted enrichment of 
20. 
the recombinant fraction of the 2*2:2:2 class did it occur. This 
experiment was repeated with saci from a different cross • The result 
was very uiailar and is shown in Table 5*. In the repeat experiment 
each ascus dissected was taken from a different perithecium. This 
ensured a representative sale of 2:2:2:2n and avoided any bias abich 
eight have resulted from drawing the entire sale from only a few 
perithecia. These results suggested that 212:2:2 asci per se were 
preferentially discharged rather than now group of aaoi within the 
2:2:2:2 class, e.g. spindle overlap asci. 
Days after 









(%) Non-recombinant Recombinant 
1 76 '0 20.8+4.1 1006% 
8 81 23 22.1+4.1 31.4% 
Table S 
Number and frequency of recombinant 2:2:2:2s from a cross of 
a yellow spore colour mutant (8187) with wild type. 
[Isolate nos. bc55-1 (m6S187a) * D1.7(A)] 
Expected Observed recombinant 
Dv-.yo after Spore sequence frequency of 2:2:2:2e 
fertilization recombinant - 
2:2:2:2 2:4:2 2:2:2:2s - no frequency (%) 
5 74 63 24 21% 25 26.0+4.5 
9 110 55 28 38 	j '4 22.8+4.4 
Table 5a 
Number and frequency of recombinant 2:2:2:2s from a cross 
of a yellow spore colour mutant (8187) with wild type. 
[Isolate no.. U26.1 (no-.9187a) x M23.8(A)] 
The expected frequencies of recombinant 2:2:2:2@ are 
calculated using formula 3A (see page 19). Where 
Recombinant 2:2:2*2. 	s(1-r-2a) 
Total 2::2:2g 	 r(l-Ss) 
21. 
The h7Dothe.is of preferential discharge of 2:2:2:2 asci per so 
If it is supposed that 2:2:2:2s are preferentially discharged 
because of some inherent property of this spore sequence it must be 
considered whether the observations that apparently supported the 
hypothesis of preferential discharge of spindle overlap asci can be 
explained. These observations were that the frequency of 2:4:2s 
did not vary with time and that the observed decline in 2:2:2:2 
frequency decreased predictably with increasing gene - contromere 
distance. 
If all asci which were not 2:2:2:2a natured and discharged at 
the same rate than the frequency of 2:4:2s would be expected to 
Increase as the 2:2:2:2 frequency decreased. As this was not the 
case it must be assumed that 2:4:2. and 4Z45 behave differently in 
their rates of discharge • In Figures 10, 11 and 12 a graphic model 
is devised to illustrate the fluctuations in the various ascus classes 
In a theoretical situation. 
Figure 10 is based on the observations from the single point 
crosses and shows the frequencies of different ascus classes against 
ties. Figure 11 is a graph of the mean number of mature asci 
contained in each perithecium against time. It is purely conjectural, 
Combining Figures 10 and 11 gives Figure 12, a graph of the mean 
number of asci in the three major classes per perithecium against ties. 
The behaviour of each class of aaoi is similar but the peaks of 
mature ascua numbers are separated temporally, 2:2:2:2n have some 
Inherent advantage over 4:4s which enable them to mature on average 
one day earlier. 	2:4*2s have a disadvantage to 2:2:2:2s equal to 
their advantage over 4:4s. It is stressed that only Figure 10 is 
7iare 10 
Stylized variation in the fr.qnci.a of the three major 
classes of aaci, based on observations of single point crosses. 
0 	 0 	 2:2:2:2 asci show a linear decline 
In frequency 
X- * 	 2:4:2 &eel show no variation 
• 	• 	 4:4 asci show a It ar increase in 
frequency 
Fi&ure 11 
Conjectural variation in the men number of aaci per 



















Mean rnab.r of mature asci of the three major aacua classes 
per perithecius throughout macus maturation and discharge. This 
graph is obtained by combining figures io and 11. 
o 	- 0 	2:2:2:2a 










based on observation. The model devised in Figures 11 and 12 could 
probably have been derived with unequal frequencies of 222:2:21 and 
4:4. (i.e. spindle overlap frequency 0 50%) and asymmetric distributions 
of macus numbers with time, without being inconsistent with Figure 10. 
The cross of 8229 x wild type shows a drop in 2:2:2:2 frequency 
apprcocitely corresponding to a linear decline from 60% to 20% over 
a six day period. Taking these values and assuming a linear decline 
in 2:2:2:2 frequency with no variation in 2:4:2 frequency it is possible 
to predict the frequencies of different macus types in the other single 
point crosses. 
Day  Day  
4:4 	0.40(1-.) 0.80(1-8) 
2:2:22 	0.60(1-0) 0.20(1-s) 
2:4:2 	 a s 
By inserting the value of s found in the crosses of 8187 and c79 
the predicted and observed declines in 2:2:22 frequency can be 
compared, (Figure 13). The only inconsistency between model and 
observations appears to be the failure of the DAB 6 cross to show 
any significant decline in 2:2:2:2 frequency. An assumption under-
lying the hypothesis of preferential discharge of 2:2:2:2a per so is 
that there should be a difference between the parental spore phenotypes. 
The distribution of these different spores affects the rate of macus 
maturation in some way. What the critical difference way be is 
unknown but Lamb (1967) (see p. 9 ) suggests that it may be the extent 
to which the active transport of nutrients is impaired in the vicinity 
of mutant bearing nuclei • The difference between the two spore types 
could be expressed as the distance between the peaks of the graphs of 
Fi&ure 13 
PrediLtd and observed decline in 2:2:2:2 frequency for four 
single point crosses • The predicted decline In calculated on the 
assumption that the frequency of 2:2:2:2x in the absence of reccia-
bination decline free 60% to 20% over a six day period through the 
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23. 
2:2:2:2 and 4:4 frequency in Figure 12. The result of the DAB 6 x wild 
type cross could therefore be accounted for by assuming that there is 
only a very small difference between wild type and DAB 8 spore.. 
Lamb observed differential maturation between reciprocal sequences 
within alas.., of asci, e.g. 4+:4m and 4a:4+. No such effect has 
been found in this work. 
nolusions 
In three out of four single point crosses th.rp was a decline in 
cx 
the frequency of 2:2:2:2 asoi as the cross develop". Of the two 
hypotheses proposed to account for the decline one, that spindle overlap 
asci are preferentially discharged, leads to a number of testable pre-
dictions. Th• only unfulfilled prediction is that the proportion of 
recombinant 2*2:2:2n will increase with time. 
The second hypothesis, that 2:2:2:2a per ae are preferentially 
discharged leads only to one direct prediction. That is that the 
proportion of recombinant and overlap 2:2 * 2: 2a will not change as the 
cross develops. A model of cross development has been devised which 
fits the observed variations in ascus type frequencies. It is likely 
that almost any observation could be shown to be consistent with some 
model of cross development. 
As an experiment has been performed which appears to exclude the 
hypothesis of preferential discharge of spindle overlap asci the 
results of the single point crosses are taken to favour the alternative 
hypothesis that 2:2:2:2s per s• are preferentially discharged. 
24. 
CHAPTER 3 
Preferential discharge of asci from other than single Doint crosses 
Th• hypothesis that maci containing a 2*2:2:2 arrangement of wild 
type and colour mutant spores are preferentially discharged because so 
Inherent property of this arrangement permits faster maturation of such 
maci was tested by two experiments • The first involved a cross of two 
spore colour mutants and the second a cross which did net involve any 
spore colour mutants. 
Two point cross 	
(TI, vf  
A cross was made between c79 (buff)/and 8187 (ysllow)(. Parental 
ditypes from this cross contained only buff, and yellow spores • Tetra-
type maci contained one spore pair of each of four phenotypes, buff, 
yellow, wild type and double mutant, (white). Non-parental ditypee 
contained two wild type and two double mutant spore pairs. If the 
phenotype and arrangement of the spores within the macus was the critical 
factor in determining the rate of maturation and discharge it was thought 
possible that preferential discharge would be shown by groups of maci 
which did not necessarily contain spindle overlaps. Fbr example pre-
ferential discharge of tetratyp.s could be taken as evidence that the 
presence of a wild type spore pair enhanced the maturation rate. 
Failure to find any preferential discharge within the parental dityp.s 
could suggest that the difference between buff and yellow spores was 
Insufficient to give any arrangement of the spores an increased matur-
ation rate. Such results would indicate that the preferential discharge 
of 2:2:2:2s in single point crosses was a consequence of their spore 
sequence rather than of spindle overlap. 
26. 
The results of the two point cross are shown in Table 6 • The 
anal were classified by the order of the spares they contained. 
For example y:bzy:b represents an SSCUS with a 2:2:2:2 arrangement 
of buff and yellow spores, with a yellow spore pair at the distal 
end of the aecus. This is a parental ditype, either with a partial 
second division overlap or a recombination between buff and the 
centromere • b: - :+:y  represents a tetratype ascum containing, from 
the apex, a pair of buff spores, a double mutant pair, a wild type 
pair and a yellow pair. This a.soua contains a 2:2:2:2 arrangement 
of the yellow (8187) allele and a 4:4 arrangement of the buff (079) 
allele. It arises from a recombination between c79 and 8187 but 
probably does not contain a spindle overlap as this would be unlikely 
to give a 4:4 arrangement of c79. 
The raw data in Table 8 contains a large amount of information. 
That which is relevant to the discussion which follows has been ex-
tracted and is presented in Tables 7-9. The following questions 
were asked about the two point cross. 
1) Is there preferential discharge of tetratype anal? 
The frequency of tetratype anal is shown in Table G. The 
expected frequency of tetratypea can be calculated from the single 
point crosses and is approximately twice the difference between the 
centroasre distances of 8187 (14.9%) and o79 (5.4%). 
Expected tetratype. = 2(14.9% - 5.4%) 
= 19% 
Table 5 
Numbers of different types of asci from a cross of a yellow spore 
mutant (8187) with $ buff spore colour mutant (ala). 	[Isolate nos. 
M26.4 (100 792879) x B88.2 (C79A)]. 
The nuebers in the column headed 'sequence of buff allele' 
represent; 
A - a 4:4 sequence 
2 - a 2:2:2:2 sequence 
- a 2:4:2 sequence 
Extracts from this table are also presented in Tables 7, 8 and 9. 
and in Figures 14 & 15. 
Seque 
of spores  
Dsy. if t.r f.rtilization 
S 6 7 8 S 10 - I b!.Z_ 74 87 110 118 133 51 
1 62 80 108 139 127 76 
2  96 61 206 68 83 34 
2 118 81 87 66 Be 25 
_3 _ 14 8 12 9 15 4 
3 Z:b : b : y  0 9 7 8 11 5 
2 3 4 3 6 9 5 
3 1 2 1 1 0 0 
1 2 0 7 a 
1 _ 2 2 7 13 12 4 
3  4 0 3 0 1 
2 +z-:y:b 5 7 5 7 4 7 
_3 _j_ 1 2 2 1 1 0 
2  6 8 8 6 6 4 
3 bzy:+z- 0 0 0 0 2 1 
_2 0 5 9 6 0 3 
1 5 7 6 7 6 9 
1 0 6 12 5 10 4 
2 2 - 1 -- 3 8 6 3 2 
3 ._LEkL&+ 1 1 1 0 1 0 
1 __________ 0 1 4 4 9 11 
1 _jjj_ 2 2 8 6 10 4 
2  4 8 12 7 2 7 
3 0 2 1 1 10 1 
1 _z 2 3 6 10 1 9 
1 ..L11L._ 2 3 3 2 7 
1. 
4 
3  2 1 2 1 2 0 
2  8 10 5 12 12 2 
3 0 2 1 0 0 0 
2 z±_ 4 11 16 6 1 4 
in 
Z 
1 +:+:-:- 0 0 0 0 0 
0_ 0 0 0 0 0 
2  0 0 0 0 0 0 
2  1 0 1 0 0 0 
3 ________ 0 0 1 1 1 0 
0 1 1 0 
Others 3 0 3 0 2 1 
TOW 430 421 888 538 581 283 
ltur. 230 f 156 180 134 81 27 
Days after fertilization 






no. % no. % no. % no. % no. no. % 
4:4 136 36.5 167 
of buff and  
50.8 218 50.8 257 63.0 260 57.1 127 65.1 
2:2:2:2 214 57.4 145 44.1 192 44.8 134 32.8 189 37.1 89 30.3 
2:4:2 23 8.2 17 5.2 19 4.4 17 4.2 26 5.7 9 
- 
4.6 
























2:4:2 5 9.6 14 15.4 8 6.5 7 5.6 6 4.9 3 3.4 
Ibtal 52 91 124 128 122 87 
Table 7 
No. and frequency of asci with different spore distributions in parental di- 
types and tetratypes from a cross of a yellow spore colour mutant (S187) with 
a buff spore colour mutant (09). [Isolate nos. M26.4 (m68l87a) x 







No 	 S 
5 12.1±1.6 - 
6 21.6+2.0 
40 — 21.9+3.1 
183 - 
7 22.2+1.8 41  176 - 
8 23.8+1.8 
54 — 26.9+3.1 
201 - 
9 21.0+1.7 
29 — 24.0+3.9 
121 
10 30.7 ± 2.7 
47— 24.9 + 3.1 
189 
Table 8 
Frequency of tetretypea from a cross of a yellow spore 
colour mutant (8187) with a buff spore colour mutant 
(c79). 	[Isolate no.. M26.4 (.o8187a) x 888.2 (c79A)]. 
Undischarged tetrstypes are those prepared from pert-
thecial harvests. Discharged asci were counted on petri 
dish lids. The lid was renewed each day to collect 
only those aaoi discharged during a 24 hour period. 
Data on undischarged tetratypes extracted from Table 6 
;(1 -) 
8.00 	± 	 U 
Between six and nine days after fertilization the tetratype 
frequency varied little around 22%. It Is proposed that tetratype 
asoi were not preferentially discharged. The low and high values 
on days five and ten can be accounted for by supposing that on day 
five many tetratype sect are misclassified. Before becoming black, 
wild type spores must first pass through yellow colour and a large 
number of iture tetratypes in the earliest stage of the cross 
eight be taken as parental ditypes. On the last day of scoring, 
when most of the asci have been discharged many of the remainder 
have yellow spores which darken and become difficult to distinguish 
from wild type. It is thought likely that such aaoi were responsible 
for the apparent increase in t.trstypm frequency on day ten. 
21. 
The frequency of tetratypes amongst discharged asci on the p.tri 
dish lid was scored at the sass time as that amongst undischarged 
asci • The results, shown in Table 8 do not provide any evidence 
for preferential discharge of tetratypes. 
Is there preferential discharge of 2*2:2:21 in parental 
ditype asci? 
Figure 14 illustrates the decline in 2:2:2:2 frequency with time 
In parental ditypes. The decline was similar to that found in 
single point crosses • whereas this result would he expected if 
spindle overlap asci were preferentially discharged it is not an 
a priori expectation of preferential discharge dependent on the 
arrangement of spores with different phenotypes. It could be post-
ulated, however, that the difference between buff and yellow spores 
In sufficient for their sequence to affect the rate of asous saturation. 
In there preferential discharge of 2s2:2:2a for the buff locus 
In tetratypes? 
If spindle overlap ascl were preferentially discharged a decline 
in the frequency of tetratype aaci with a 2:2:2:2 arrangement of the 
buff locus would be expected. On the other hand there would be no 
such expectation if the sequence of spores of different phenotypes 
were the Important factor. Figure 15 shows that such a decline 
occurred and was similar in magnitude to that in single point crosses 
and in the parental dityp.s. 
Does the position of the wild type spores in a tetratype aacu.s 
affect the rate of saturation and discharge? 
Table 9 shows the frequency within tetratyp.s of asci with wild 
type spores in each of the four possible positions. There was no 
Fi&ure 14 
Frequency in parental ditypes of asci with a 2:2:2:2 
distribution of buff and yellow spores from a cross of two spore 
colour mutants (c79 x 8181). 




where I is the number of 2:2:22 asci in a total of n. 
6 	7 	8 	9 	10 








Frequency in t.tratypea of asci with a 2:2:2:2 distribution 
of buff (079) alleles fa a cross of two spore colour mutants 
(cr9 x 8187). 
Data taken from Table 8. 
I f/n (1-f /n) 
n 
whore f is the number of 2:2:2:2 asci in $ total of U. 
10 










apparent tendency for the frequency of any position to decline or 
increase with time. 
Position of Days after fertilization 
wild type (black) 
- 6 7 - 8 9 10 spores in 
no % no  no  no  no % no tetratypes 
<OOOOOO!S 13 25.0 19 20.9 23 18.6 39 30.5 32 26.2 22 25.3 
12 23.1 30 33.0 33 26.6 40 31.3 32 26.2 19 21.8 
18 34.6 25 27.5 37 29.8 25 19.5 33 27.0 21 24.1 
sOOOOOI2 9 17.3 17 18.7 31 25.0 24 18.8 25 20.5 25 28.7 
Total 52 91 124 128 122 87 
Table 9 
No and frequency of tetratype asci with black spores in each 
of the four possible positions in a cross of a yellow spore 
colour mutant (S187) with a buff spore colour mutant (c79). 
[Isolate nos M26.4 (moSl87a) x B88.2 (c79A)]. 
Data extracted from Table 6. 
Heterogeneity 5 = 15.9 	p).50 
The answers to these four questions indicated that the presence 
and position of wild type spores in asci from the two point cross 
did not affect the rate of ascus maturation and discharge. There 
was, however, preferential discharge of asci having a 2:2:2:2 distrib-
ution of the buff allele c79. 	While these results do not exclude the 
hypothesis that preferential discharge is a consequence of the 
distribution of spores they are entirely consistent with the hypothesis 
that spindle overlap asci are preferentially discharged. 
Cross not segregating for spore colour markers 
Asci from a cross of two wild type spore colour isolates were 
29. 
dissected and the sequence of the mating type alleles scored. This 
experiment was devised to teat the hypothesis that 2:2:2:2 aaoi were 
preferentially discharged when the two spore phenotypes involved 
differed in such a way as to give this sequence an increased rate of 
maturation. 1aaible mechanisms for this effect have been discussed 
(see page 9) • It was thought that the absence of any difference in 
spore colour might mean that 2:2:2:2 maci in this cross would not show, 
more rapid maturation and discharge than other sequences. On the 
other hand if spindle overlap maci were preferentially discharged the 
absence of a spore colour difference would not be expected to have 
any effect on the decline in 2:2:2:2 frequency. 
The results appear in Table 10, There is a clear decline in 
the frequency of 2:2:2:2 sequences between five and eight days after 
fertilization, from 48% to 32%, (0.05) p'> 0.01). 
Days after - Distribution of mating type alleles 
fertilization 4:4 	2:2:2:2 2:4:2 Total 	Ambiguous 	Unsooreable 
5 49 47 2 98 5 17 
8 62 31 2 95 2 8 
Table 10 
Numbers of maci with specified distributions of the mating 
type alleles (A/a) from a cross of two wild type isolates 
sampled S and 8 days after fertilization. 	[Isolate nos. 
36.5a and IL36.4A]. 
Un. coreable maci were those in which two or more spores 
failed to germinate. Ambiguous maci were those which could 
not be put into one of the three major macus classes either 
directly or by invoking one partial third division spindle 
overlap event. 
The statistical significance of the difference between 
2*2:2:2 frequency on days 5 and 8 was tested by a contingency 
test 
= 4.09 	0.05) p) 0.01 
30. 
conclusion 
The experiments presented in this chapter clearly show that 
the proportions of different types of asci in Sordaria brevicollis 
change as a cross mature.. It is proposed that this is the major 
cause of the fluctuations in spindle overlap frequency which have 
been noted by different workers • Two hypotheses have been proposed 
to account for this phenomenon. Of these, one is very difficult 
to disprove, namely that the distribution of phenotypically different 
spores in an ascus tffects the rate of maturation and discharge of 
aaoi. The preferential discharge of aaci with a 2:2:2:2 distribution 
of mating type alleles but no other apparent phenotypic difference is 
unexpected and hard to account for on this hypothesis. so too is the 
preferential discharge of tetratype ssel with a 2:2:2:2 distribution 
of the buff allele in the two point cross. 
The second hypothesis, that spindle overlap owl mature and are  
discharged earlier than non-overlap aaci, leads to a number of direct 
predictions. With one exception the experimental observations fit 
the prediction extremely well. The exceptional result Is the failure 
of the proportion of recombinant 2:2*2:2s and non-recombinant 4:4* to 
Increase with time. No explanation has been proposed or tested which 
would explain this result without excluding the possibility that 
overlap asci are preferentially discharged. 
Part 2 




Ow of the central probisea of biology In understanding the 
control of .orphogen.tic processes. The physical and chemical 
"actions occurring within an organics are organized both spatially 
and temporally in such a way as to produce a specific and predictable 
phenotype. Environmental fluctuation can be tolerated and adapted 
to without loss of integrity. Genetic Information within a cell is 
continually interacting with external sources of information, which 
may be other cells in the sane organism or any be environmental 
sources, independent of the organic.. 
lbs differentiation of identical cells requires different aorpbo-
genetic responses to different external information. The sty of 
the control of aorphogenesis in a particular organism involves 
investigation of the stimuli which induce differential responses and 
of the way in which such external stimuli interact with the internal, 
genetic information of the organism. Clearly different organism 
show different levels of complexity in these interactions • For 
example the induction of the lac aperon in E. ooli is stimulated in 
the presence of exogenous lactose in a way which involves relatively 
few ohenical components with specific functions which are well researched 
and understood • On the other hand the processes involved in embryo-
genesis of higher organisms lead to the differentiation of numerous 
cell types and their organisation into tissues and organs with specific 
functions. This involves the communication of information about the 
position of cells within the organism and the induction of different- 
32. 
lotion within a rigorously controlled spatial and temporal framework. 
basic processes involved may be similar in nany way, to 
those involved in the induction of the lao op.ron uany features of 
•Wryog.nssis are not understood. 
11orphogeneals in lbrdarls br.vicollis is relatively simple. 
Hyphal elongation and branching are the most obvious events occurring 
during the ssal phase of the hfe cycle, lbe differentiation of 
hyphae to fore Incipient fenale aexiai reproductive bodies, the 
protop.ritbacia, is the other min serphogesetic process • It is 
with this event that this part of the thesis is principally concerned. 
In the course of routine crosses of!. br.vioollis it was 
noticed that the distribution of fruiting bodies on the syoslial 
surface was not random. Byaaetriaal Patterns of p.rtth.cial distri-
bution, centred on the inoculus were the rule rather than the 
except ton. Different parts of the .yc.liun were to sone extent 
autoncoua and differed In the extent to which they differentiated 
fruiting structures. Ibis investigation was initiated in an attempt 
to discover what stiaulat.d a culture to produce protop.rith.oia, how 
this stilua interacted with the genetic content of the organism and 
why different parts of cultures reacted to the stimulus in different 
ways. 
Qaltures in circular petri dishes are radially systriaal and 
any radius contain, all the inforantion required to describe the 
entire culture. It could be said, therefore, that what is being 
Investigated in differentiation In a 0100-diasnsional system. Growth 
along any radius is controlled by Internal and external factors in 
such a way that any point on the radius has a specific probability of 
differentiating. It was hoped that such a system, involving relatively 
33. 
simple differentiation might be sufficiently amenable to investigation 
to yield results of general application to morphogenetic studies. 
In the account that follows the production of protoperitheoia 
In a wild type culture is described. The effect of various environ-
mental changes on such a culture was then investigated. Two mutant 
strains with altered protoperithecial production were obtained and 
an attempt was made to find biochemical changes in the mycelium 
correlated with fruit body formation. 
34. 
Materials and Mathods 
The materials and methods which apply generally to this part of 
the thesis are given here • Details of biochemical assay techniques 
are given where appropriate in the relevant sections of the text. 
The formulae for all media are given in Appendix 1. 
Strains 
The strains of Sordaria brevicollis used were all isolated from 
stocks held by Dr D.J. Bond. Their complete history was not documented 
but they had been subjected to a high degree of inbreeding and my 
had received some fore of mutagenio treatment in their recent past. 
Strains mentioned in the text were all wild type at all known loci 
except where otherwise stated. 
Pairs of alleles at the perith.cial-1 (per 1) and perithecial-2 
(pr 2) loci were isolated from a cross which had not been subjected 
to mutagenic treatment. Both parents in the cross, however, came 
from stocks which had been treated with either UV or N1] in their 
recent past (Bond and MacDonald, mianuscript submitted for publication). 
Definition of crossing phenotype 
Crossing phenotype was the term used to describe the appearance 
of a fertilized culture in terms of the number and distribution of 
p.rithecia. 	It also came to include the number and distribution of 
protoperithecia and the time of onset of protoperithecial production. 
Standard growth and crossing technique 
Except where otherwise stated cultures were grown and crossed 
In 00m plastic petri dishes on 20.1s of corn meal agar (CMA) medium 
35. 
at 25°C. Crosses were fertilized four days after inoculation,with 
mioroconidia of opposite mating type. Microconidial suspensions 
were obtained by pouring about 4ale of sterile distilled water over 
a four day old culture and agitating the surface of the myoslium 
with a glass rod. The suspension was filtered through two layers 
of sterile muslin to remove protoperithscia and fragments of .ycelium. 
About 2mls of the suspension was poured onto the culture to be 
fertilized and the petri dish shaken to ensure even coverage of the 
myoelium. Excess water was poured off. It has been shown, (Bond, 
unpublished results), that the concentration of microconidia in a 
typical suspension of this sort can be increased or decreased by a 
factor of ten without any noticeable change in the resulting crossing 
phenotype. 
Fresh isolates of strains were obtained by spreading sacospores 
on 4% CMA (CMA + 2.3 Difco Agar) to which 0.7% sodium acetate was 
added to stimulate spore germination. After overnight incubation 
at room temperature germinated spores were picked off under a 
dissecting microscope into tubes containing Vogel's (1956) N medium. 
Defined media 
Experiments to investigate the effect on crossing phenotypes of 
alterations in the nutrients available were carried out on W.stergaard 
and Mitchell 's (1947) 	medium 	from which KNO3 had been omitted. 
This was solidified with 1.5% Difco agar and other supplements were 
added as mentioned in the text. The crossing phenotypes of cultures 
grown on CMA with alterations in the sugar supply were determined on 
the normal CMA medium from which glucose and sucrose had been omitted 
and supplements added according to the text. 
36. 
Perithecial and Protoperitheojal production in wild type cultures 
Under the standard conditions described in laterials and linthods, 
the diameter of a culture of Sordaria brevicollis increased linearly 
at a rate of about 2mm per hour. Between inoculation and the onset 
of the linear growth phase there was typically a lag of approximately 
12 hour., (see Fig. 16) • The myoelium from an inoculum placed in 
the centre of a 90m petri dish therefore reached the dish wall in 
about 2.5 days. Cultures were routinely fertilized on the fourth 
day after inoculation and perithecia were clearly visible after a 
further to days. The perithecia were distributed over the entire 
mycelial surface, though their density was not necessarily equal on 
all parts of the culture. Plate 1 shows a typical wild type culture 
four days after fertilization. 
The asci of S. brevicollis contain four pairs of spores, each 
pair derived from a single mitotic division. The members of a pair 
can be considered to be genetically identical in most instances. 
Any phenotypic differences within a spore pair can thus be attributed 
to environmental rather than genetic factors, 
IftilWdifferences in the number and distribution of perithecia 
were often observed between isolates grown under standard condition, 
very few such differences were apparent between the members of a 
spore pair. Plate 2 shows crosses of cultures grown f roe the eight 
spores derived from one ascu., and illustrates the similarity between 
members of a spore pair. It was concluded from many such a.ci that 
any variability which may have been present in the standard growth 
and crossing condition did not have significant effects on the 
development of fruiting structures in different isolates. 
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Figure 18 	Increase in colony diameter with time of three 
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Plate 1 	Crossing ph.notype of a typical wild type isolate on 
CIIA in a 9cc petri dish 
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Plate 2 	Creases of cultures derived fros the sight sporos of s 
single seoul illustrating the stahlarity between newborn of 
* spore pair, i.e. the proicts of a siagle mitosis. 
top pair is f.asle sterile, the g.n.tic basis of 
this ph.notj'p. is explained later In the text. 
All crosses on CMA in Oca dish... 
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A consequence of this conclusion was that the differences in 
perithecial numbers and distribution between isolates derived from 
different mitoses must have been the result of genetic differences. 
The strains used in this work came from inbred laboratory stocks and 
It would not have been surprising had they been relatively homogeneous. 
Some of the more distinctive crossing phenotypes were backorossed in 
an attempt to classify them genotypically. It was found that, with 
two exceptions which will be discussed later, the distinctive pheno-
type of a culture almost invariably failed to appear in its offspring. 
It was concluded that polymorphism was present at a large number of 
loci involved in the production and distribution of fruiting structures, 
In their relatively recent past most strains used had been subjected 
to some variety of mutagenic treatment. It is probable that this was 
largely responsible for the variability observed. In Aapergillus 
nidulans it has been estimated that there are between 300 and 800 Joel 
involved in conidiophore production (Martinelli and Clutterbuck, 1971). 
It in possible that a similar number of loci may determine crossing 
phenotype in S. brevicollis. 
Crossing phenotype was initially defined as the distribution of 
perithecia in a culture fertilized after four days of growth. Pan-
thecia arose from fertilized protoperitheoja and their distribution 
presumably reflected an underlying distribution of protoperitheoia. 
Protoperithecia were formed during the growth of the organism and the 
stage of growth at which they appear was another aspect of the crossing 
phenotype. Information about the distribution of protoperithecia 
and the development of crosses with time was obtained by counting 
fruiting structures in a series of microscope fields along the redii 
38. 
of cultures over a series of time intervals • One problem encountered 
with this technique was that of partially buried protoperithecia. 
As all the protoperithecia were not in one focal plane accurate 
counting was difficult and laborious. lb overcome this difficulty 
cultures were grown on a layer of dialysis membrane placed on top 
of the normal agar medium. This technique effectively limited 
growth and fruiting to a single plane. 
Graphs derived from counts of protoperithacia and per ithecia, 
with and without dialysis membrane are shown in Figures 17 and 18. 
Three mein conclusions were drawn from the graphs. The first 
was that the distribution of perithecia is a reasonably good indicator 
of the distribution of protoperitheoia. There was no apparent effect 
c'c 
of the position of a protoperithecium 	the probability of its being 
fertilized. Second, the graphs showed that protoperithecia were 
produced at all parts of a culture more or less simultaneously. 
Under standard conditions they first appeared on the third day after 
Inoculation. This contrasts with observations on organisms such as 
Aspergilius niger (Yansigita and Kogane, 1962) in which conidiophoree 
are continuously produced at a fixed distance behind the advancing 
colony margin. Cultures of A. niger show a range of developmental 
states from immature conidiophores in the outer regions of the colony 
to aged conidiophores in the centre. 
The third conclusion drawn from the graphs was that crosses 
performed on dialysis membrane were more fertile than those without 
membrane i.e. there were greater numbers of fruiting structures present. 
The time of first appearance of protoperitliecia was approximately the 
saw with or without membrane, though their distribution was not 
Figure 17 	Number and distribution of fruiting structures in a 
wild type culture on CMA 
Numbers of protoperithecia (o 	o) and perithecie (..) along 
radii of a wild type culture between 3 and 8 days after inoculation. 
Distance from the inoculu () is plotted on the abscissa. Number 
of fruiting structures per microscope field (2) is plotted on 
the ordinate • Number, were determined each day in successive micro-
scope field, along one randomly chosen radius. 
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Figure 18 	Number and distribution of fruiting structures in a 
wild type culture on (A with dialysis aeabran 
Numbers of protoperitheoia Co 	o) and perithecia (..) 
along radii of a wild type culture between 3 and 8 days after inocul-
at Lou. Distance f roe the inoculue () is plotted on the abscissa. 
Number of fruiting structures per microscope field ( 6.e) is  
plotted on the ordinate. Nuabers were determined each day in 
successive Moroscope fields along one randomly chosen radius. 
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necessarily identical. 
Perhaps the most interesting phenomenon observed in the course 
of the analysis of wild type crossing phenotypes was of their 
development with time • Within a twenty-four hour period all parts 
of the mycelium produced protoperitheoja in large numbers • Sub-
sequently there was comparatively little protoperithecial production. 
Evidently whatever stimulus induced vegetatively growing myoeliva to 
produce protoperithecia it acted at a specific time and had a simult-
aneous action on the whole colony. Although an entire culture 
differentiated at the same time there was evidence to show that 
different regions were to some extent disore. The formation of 
patterns of perithecial distribution suggested that not all parts of 
a colony had the same response to the stimulus, 
40. 
Factors affecting protoperithec ml product ion 
The onset of the production of fruiting bodies in fungi is known 
to be affected by a variety of factors • The availability of nutrient 
In 	 ..ny critical in this respect. Also the relative proportions 
and sources of nutrients may be inortant. Physical factors such 
as light and mechanical factors such as the presence of a barrier to 
normal growth affect reproductive norpbogezaeais in some species of 
fungi • These are all external controlling factors, the onset and 
extent of fruiting being dependent on the environment in which the 
organism is growing. The onset of fruiting may also be controlled 
by internal factors. For example fruiting nay be initiated by the 
accumulation of substances produced metabolically within the mycelium 
and excreted into the medium. The existence of a 'fruit inducing 
substance' has been demonstrated In extracts of Coprinua nacrorbizus 
Who and Ishikawa, 1971) • Extracts of other fungi have been shown 
to stimulate fruiting in Schizophyllum oome (Leonard and Dick, 
1968) and Venturia inaegualls (Wilson, 1927). All differentiation 
is, of course, ultimately under the control of internal factor., the 
genes. It is with the interaction between genes • Other internal 
factors and external factors that morphogenetic studies are concerned. 
Rff.ota of nutrient availability 
Introduction 
In lieurogMa oraass, Westergnard and Mitchell (1947) showed 
that the amounts and proportions of carbon and nitrogen sources in 
the growth medium were iortant determinants in the production of 
perithecia. The maximum numbers of peritheoja were formed on medium 
41. 
containing 1.8% (w/v) of glucose and 0.1 16 (w/v) of potassium nitrate 
(KM 3). They tested a number of different sources of carbon and 
nitrogen. Optimum numbers of perithocia were obtained on carbon 
sources containing glucose, e.g. sucrose, maltose and starch. The 
best source of nitrogen was I03 • Similar results were obtained 
by Hirsch (1 953) who also showed that protoperithecia failed to 
develop into perithecia until the nitrate ions in the medium were 
exhausted. 
In penicillia and aspergilli the carbon/nitrogen balance also 
appears to be a general condition controlling fruiting. In some 
species of penicillia perithecial formation is optimum with poly-
saccharides as carbon sources (au and lliattacharyya, 1962). Low 
concentrations of nitrate ions inhibit perithecium formation in 
Venturia inaegualis (Ross, 1959). 
It has been proposed (Kiebs, 1900) that sexual reproduction in 
fungi is favoured by growth on relatively poor nutritional conditions. 
This principle certainly holds true for other morphogenetic pathways, 
such an the production of secondary metabolites in some fungi which 
increases enormously after the termination of the initial growth phase 
of a culture • If these considerations applied to &rdaria brevicollis 
It might be expected that the onset of protoperithecial production, 
and ultimate crossing phenotype, could be affected by alterations in 
the constitution of the medium, particularly the carbon/nitrogen 
balanoe. Experiments were conducted to test this possibility. 
Results 
Wild type cultures of S. brevicoollis were grown and crossed on 
media containing different sources and amounts of carbon and nitrogen. 
The fertility of a cross under different conditions was graded into 
one of four categories by inspection of the numbers of protoperitj 
and perithecia produced. Thll variations in the pattern of proto.. 
perithecial distribution were ignored. f my distinctive crossing 
Phenotypes, or obvious correlations between protoperi thec lal 
distribution and, for example, increasing concentration of a particular 
carbon source were looked for. The second parameter investigated 
under different growth conditions was the time of first appearance 
of protoperithecia. This could be measured as absolute time, i.e. 
time after inoculation, or related to the rate of growth of a 
particular culture. In the majority of cases absolute and relative 
time were effectively the same as most variations in the composition 
of the medium made little difference to the radial growth rat. In 
practice two measurement, of the time of first appearance were made, 
one of these being the time elapsed after inoculation. The second 
measurement was of the colony diameter at the time of first appearance, 
or in the case of cultures which had reached the plate wall before 
Producing protoperitbecia, the time elapsed between reaching the wall 
and protoperithecial production. 
The results of the investigation into the effects of altered 
nutrient amply on crossing phenotype, are shown in Tables 11 - 13. 
They show that the amount and source of carbon and nitrogen supplies 
affect the number of protoperithecia and peritheoja produced • For 
example the addition of 8 or 10% sucrose to minimal medium gives 
highly fertile crosses whereas lower concentration, have relatively 
few peritheoja. Glucose, on the other hand produce, most fertile 
crosses at a concentration of 0.8 to 2% and few or no perithecia at 
Table 11 	The effects of providing KNO3 and *oniva tartrate as 
nitrogen sources on growth and fruiting. Cultures were 
grown on Westergaard and Mitchell 'a (1947) medium supplemented 
with various concentrations or the two salts. 
Figures in the coluans headed 'growth' represent the 
increase in diameter (mm) of the colony during 24 hours 
while growth was linear. The number of fruiting structures 
was classified by eye into one of four categories 
(—, +, ++, or +e-+). 
All cultures were regularly inspected for the appearance 
of protoperithecia. It was found that every fertile culture 
had no protoperithecia earlier than 16 hours after it reached 
the edge but that these were present within a further 12 hours. 
-- 	 % IcNo3 	wfv 
Amonium 
t*rtrate w/v 0 0.001 0.005 0.01 0.05 1 0.1 1 
Growth 10 14 14 17 14 18 23 
Fruiting - - + 4+ +4+ +4+ +++ 
0.001 Growth 
18 20 18 14 27 16 21 
Fruiting - - 4+ +4 +4+ +4+ +++ 
0.005 
Growth 21 23 21 24 18 21 23 
Fruiting - - + + +4+ #4+ +4+ 
0.01 Growth 
21 16 	21 21 	23 18 24 
Fruiting - - 	 + + 	I +++ . ~4+ 
0 Growth 16 23 	23 23 	24 25 25 
Fruiting - - 	 - - 	 - + +4+ 
0.1 Growth 27 27 	25 23 	25 27 20 
Fruiting - - 	 - - 	 - - + 
1 
Growth 34 35 	35 34 34 	34 	25 
Fruiting 
- t - 	 - - - 	 - 	 - 
Table 12 	The effects of providing different varieties and 
amounts of carbon sources on growth and fruiting. Cultures 
were grown on Westergaard and Mitchell'. (1947) sodium. 
Figures in the columns headed 'growth' represent the 
increase in diameter (na) of the colony during 24 hours 
while growth was linear. The number of fruiting structures 
was classified by eye into one of four categories 
-, +, ++ or +++). 
All cultures were regularly inspected for the appearance 
of protoperitheoia. It was found that every fertile culture 
had no protop.rithecia earlier than 16 hours after it reached 





Glucose Sucrose Fructose Galactose, Glycerol 
Growth Fruiting Growth Fruiting Growth Fruiting Growth Fruiting Growth Fruiting 
0 16 - 
0.1 17 + 18 + 18 + 16 - 16 + 
0.5 19 +4 17 + 19 +++ 17 - 19 ++ 
1.0 22 + 20 + 18 +++ 14 - 17 +4 
2.0 25 +4+ 19 + 20 +++ 16 - 14 
6.0 23 ++ 21 +#+ 19 - 
10.0 20 - 19 +++ 15 
Table 13 	The effects of three different carbon sources on 
growth and fruiting on CUA from which the usual carbon 
sources had been omitted. 
Figures in the column headed 'growth' represent the 
Increase in diameter (ma) of the colony during 24 hours 
while growth was linear • The number of fruiting structures 
was classified by eye into one of four categories 
+ ++ or +-s-+). 
All cultures were regularly inspected for the appearance 
of protoperithecia. It was found that every fertile culture 
had no protoperithacia earlier than 16 hours after it reached 




Glucose source added  Sucrose Galactose 
Growth Fruiting Growth Fruiting Growth Fruiting 
0 37 ++ 
0.1 39 ++ 36 + 30 ++ 
0.6 35 -e-+ 34 ++ 30 ++ 
1.0 45 41 31 - 
2.0 45 - 41 i-s. 34 - 
6.0 41 - 45 ++ 39 - 
L:1 .0 33 - 41 ++ 28 - 
43. 
higher concentrations. Galactose does not permit any protoperithecial 
production. The results also show, tOMWMV, that protoperithecial 
production is not induced as a response to any particular nutrient 
level in the medium. All cultures first showed protoperithecia at 
about the same time, i.e. within 24 hours of reaching the dish wall. 
Growth on defined media was always slower and thinner than that on 
normal CHA. 
The distribution of protoperithecia and perithecia was not the 
same for all nutrient sources or amounts. Plate 3 shows crosses of 
one isolate on four different carbon sources. The cross on 2% 
glucose had large numbers of perithecia. These cannot be seen in 
the photograph due to a pronounced darkening of the mycelium. This 
phenomenon was a feature of crosses grown on glucose medium and will 
be mentioned later in connection with tyrosinase activity. 
Internal control. - medium transfer exnerimenta 
The preceding section dealt with experiments designed to teat 
the hypothesis that protoperith.oial production in S. brevicollia 
was induced by changes in the availability or proportions of carbon 
and nitrogen sources in the medium. The results suggested that these 
factors were not of major importance to the time of onset of fruiting. 
An alternative hypothesis was that the composition of the medium 
was critical as a result of the excretion of some metabolic product 
from the organism. The concentration of this product in the medium 
might increase to a threshold value at which protoperithecial production 
would be initiated. This would be an internal controlling mechanism 
in which the time of onset of fruiting would be determined by factors 
which were not solely dependent on the external environment in which 
Plate 3 	Crossing phenotype of a wild typo culture grown in 
9c* dishes on Wsetrgaard and Mitdell 'a .diva 
euppiceented with different carbon sources. 
+2% glycerol 
+2% glucose 
(o) +2% sucrose 
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the organism happened to be growing. The volume and constitution 
of the medium would still excercise some control over fruiting as it 
would effect the growth rate and rate of accumulation of the stimul-
atory substance • The existence of fruit inducing substances has 
been postulated in several species of fungi, (see page 40). In 
aiaetomiun g4bosum the formation of perithecia is associated with 
the accumulation in the medium of certain phosphorylated intermediates 
of carbohydrate metabolism (aton and Khan, 1956). 
The experiments designed to test the hypothesis of medium condition-
ing are described below. They also provide a further test of the 
hypothesis that the original composition of the medium is important 
and that protoperithecial production is induced by changes in the 
concentration of some nutrient, the concentration of which had not 
been varied in the experiments recounted in the preceding section. 
The technique of growing cultures on dialysis membrane placed 
on the medium surface provided a means of testing the hypothesis that 
the medium, although initially unfavourable for aexual'reoduc 
was conditioned by some aspect of the metabolic activity of the fungus. 
The membrane, with the culture attached, could be lifted off the 
medium and placed on different medium so that various combinations 
of cultures and media of different ages could be made • Fbr example 
a culture could be grown for three days, when it would be on the 
point of producing protoperithecia, then transferred to fresh medium. 
Similarly a fresh inoculum could be placed on medium which had 
already supported three days growth. 
The simplest predictions of the medium conditioning hypothesis 
are as follows. 
45 ' 
Just prior to protoperitbecial production the medium supporting 
a culture will be almost fully conditioned and in a state conducive 
cx- to fruiting. A fresh inoculum on authJmedium should, therefore, 
start to produce perithecia earlier than a fresh inoculum placed on 
wrtpsri medium. 
If a culture on the point of protoperithecial production is 
transferred to fresh medium there will be a delay in this production 
as the medium must first be conditioned. 
Men these predictions were tested experimentally it was found 
that neither of them were borne out. The results appear in Table 14. 
They show that the time elapsed between inoculation and protoperithociun 
production was the same whatever transfers were made between media and 
mycelia of different ages. There was no requirement for the medium 
to have supported growth before it would sustain fruiting. Neither 
would medium which had previously sustained growth favour early 
fruiting in a fresh inoculum. This excluded the hypothesis that 
protoperithecial production was induced by the accumulation of excreted 
metabolites. The results also further support the finding that 
protoperithecial production was not induced by alteration, in the amounts 
and proportions of nutrients available to the organism. 
Protoperitii.cial production on different sizes of petri dishes 
One of the most striking features of the experiments involving 
altered nutrient supply and medium transfer was the constancy of 
the crossing phenotype under different oonditiona. Except in the 
aaaes where normal growth was limited by an extreme shortage of an 
essential nutrient all cultures began to produce protoperithecja at 
about the same stage of growth • Variation in the rate of growth, 
0 




e 0 80-88 78-88 	1 80-90 79-87 
1 80-88 80-88 80-90 79-87 
2 80-88 80-88 80-88 79-87 
3 80-88 80-88 80-88 80-88 
Table 14 
Time of first appearance of protoperith.cia 
In a wild type isolate. Cultures were grown an fresh 
CM for 0, 1, 2 or 3 days then transferred to CM which 
had previously supported 0, 1, 2 or 3 days of growth. 
The figures in the table are the number of hours elapsed 
between the time a culture was first inoculated onto fresh 
M and the first appearance of protop.rith.cia. For 
example a culture was grown for 2 days on fresh OLA then 
transferred to CM which had already supported 3 days 
of growth. It was inspected 79 and 87 hours after the 
original inoculation on fresh CM. Protop.rith.oia 
were visible after 87 hours but not after 79 hours. 
for example when different sources of carbon were used, meant that 
cultures of the same age were of different sizes. A feature of all 
cultures, however, was that the first protoperithecia appeared within 
24 hours of the time at which the whole of the medium surface was 
covered by the mycelium. This observation suggested that proto-
perithecial production was induced in response to one of two stimuli. 
First it might be a response to colony size. This would be an 
entirely internal control mechanism, mediated for example by the 
accumulation of some metabolic product in the myoelium which reached 
a threshold value after the colony reached a certain size. The 
second possibility was the environmental stimulus required to initiate 
protoperitbecial production was provided by the wall of the petri dish. 
This would suppose that by acting as a barrier to further radial 
growth the dish wall would interact with an advancing mycelial front 
In such a way as to produce a morphogenetic response in the whole of 
the culture • The stimulation of fruiting in fungi by a barrier is 
a well known phenomenon, some examples 	are 	mentioned below 
(page 47). 
These possibilities were tested by growing cultures on petri 
dishes of different diameters, (5, 9 and 14cm). If colony size was 
the critical factor protoperithacia would be expected to form at 
the same time on a 14cm dish as on a 9cm dish. If, however, the 
dish wall was critical then the first protoperithecia would be 
expected to appear at a constant time after the mycelium reached the 
wall on different sizes of dish. The results of these experiments 
appear in Table 15. On all sizes of dish there was no fruiting 
until the edge of the dish was reached. Protoperithocia first 
1% 	 46  
r - ---- 
5 	 9 	 14 
Time to reaching 35hrs 	52brs 	75hza 
dish wall 
Time for reaching 	 I 	 I 
of first 
wall to appearance 20-28 bra 20-28 bra 	20-38 bra 
pxotoperithecia 
Table 15 
Time taken by a wild type isolate to reach the dish wall 
on different sizes of dish and time elapsed between reaching 
the wall and the first appearance of protop.rithecia. Plates 
were examined 20 and 28 hours after the edge was reached. 
Protoperithecia were visible after 28 hours but not after 
20 hours. 
47. 
appeared about 24 hours after this event in all cases. The results 
clearly favour the hypothesis that protoperithecial production to 
Initiated by an interaction between the petri dish wall and the colony, 
Robinson (1926) observed that reproductive structures in 
Ironema confluene arose after the growth of the fungus had been 
checked by the wall of the containing vessel. 
In other species of fungi in which the stimulation of fruiting 
by a physical barrier has been reported the effects are localized 
(Hawker, 1957; Raper, 1966). Bunton and Rickard (1956) showed that 
in Chaetornium g1obosum the presence of a physical barrier was 
associated with an increase in the concentration of perithecia in 
its neighbourhood. They explained this observation by proposing that 
the barrier prevented free diffusion of organic phosphates away from 
the mycelium. These substances stimulate perithecial formation in 
C. globosum and the localized increase in their concentration resulted 
in an associated increase in perithecial concentration. In Sordaria 
brevicollis the edge effect to not confined to the Immediate area of 
the dish wall, nor is there necessarily a tendency for the density 
of protoperithecia to decrease as the distance from the edge increases. 
Apparently some interaction occurs between the wall and the colony 
as a result of which the entire culture is atimued to produce 
protoperithecia. The extent of this stimulation, as measured by 
the number of protoperithecia produced, varies in different parts 
of the colony. 
48. 
Genetic control of protoperithecial production 
In the course of a series of routine crosses a female sterile 
strain of S. brevicoflia was isolated (Bond and IMcDonald, manuscript 
submitted for publication). The vegetative growth of this strain 
was normal but no protoperithecia were produced. There were normal 
eicr000nidia so the strain could be used as the male parent in crosses. 
Genes affecting the morphogenesis of fruiting structures have 
been described in a number of species of Ascoiaycetes (review in 
Esser and Ketnien, 1967). An analysis of mutant blocks to sexual 
development in Sordaria macrospora was carried out by Esser and Straub 
(1958). They found eighteen sterile mutants blocked in a total of 
four developmental steps leading to protoperith.cial production. 
Wheeler and McGahen (1952) found a locus determining the production 
of peritheois in Glomerella cingulata. A second locus determined 
whether the perithecia were scattered or clumped on the mycelium. 
The female sterility found in S. brevicollie was shown to be 
an interaction of alleles at two loci. • The loci were called 
perithecia]-1 (per-1) and perithecial-2 (per-2). There were four 
combination, of the alleles of per-i and per-2. Per 1 per 2 was 
+ female sterile • Per 1 cultures were indistinguishable from wild 
type whatever per 2 allele they were coupled with • Per 1 per 2 + 
cultures had a distinctive phenotype characterized by the production 
of a ring of perithecia just in from the edge of the petri dish. 
Crosses of the eight cultures derived from an ascus from a cross 
segregating at both loot are shown in Plate 4. 
This two gene interaction, and the altered distribution of 
peritheoia in the per 1 per 1 genotype suggested that fele 
sterility in this came might have been the result of mutations in 
Piste 4 	Crosses of cultures derived from the sight spores of * 
single ascuafro.s cross of per 1 per  + ax per l+  per 2-A 
per 1 per 2 spore pair - female sterile 
per 1 per 2 spore pair - produces peritheola 
Just in from the plate edge 
(C) and (d) per 1
+ 	+ 
per 2 and per 1
+ 
 per 2 spore 
pairs - phenotypically wild type 


















pathways affecting the control of the Induction of protop.rith.oial 
production rather than of a complete block in a protoperltboolum  
synthesizing pathway. 
Vien the four combinations of the per 1 and per 2 alleles were 
grown on dialysis membrane an interesting effect on one of the 
crossing phenotypes was observed • Per 1 per 2 cultuies remained 
sterile. The phenotype of Per 1 per 2 cultures was altered in 
a striking manner, illustrated in plate 5, P.ritb.cia were prodused 
in large numbers in the centre of the plate but there was an almost 
completely sterile margin to the culture • about l5sm wide • This 
pattern was highly reproducible, no per 1 per 2 
+
cultures which did 
not show it were found. 
Analysis of the crossing phenotype of per 1 per 	cultures 
Figure 19 shows the distribution of perithecia and protoperithscia 
on successive days during the groith and crossing of a per 2. per 2+ 
isolate • 	art from the perithecial distribution the crossing 
phenotype bore many .iiailariti.. to wild type. Protoperitheoia 
first speared about 24 hours after the colony reached the plate 
edge. They appeared simultaneously in all parts of the culture. 
It seemed likely from these observations that, && in wild typos, 
protoperithecial production wan initiated by an interaction with the 
plate edge. The hypothesis was tested by growing per 1 per 2' 
cultures on different sized dishes. This experiment also investig-
ated the factors controlling the formation of the distinctive pattern 
of p.rith.cial distribution. It was 	ught that the extent of the 
fertile part of the colony could be determined by the inooul, in 
ijOh case a similar sin, of fertile nose would be found surrounding 
Flat. 5 	Crossing phenotype of a per 1 per 2 culture on dialysis 
membrane (above), and without membrane (below), on CMA 
in 9. dishes. 
Both crosses have characteristic phenotypes. With 
membrane there is an almost sterile margin to the colony 
and a sharp distinction between fertile and sterile zones. 
Without membrane perithecia form in a ring just in from 
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Figure 19 	Number and distribution of fruiting structures in a 
per 1 per 2 culture on (A with dialysis meraz 
Numbers of protoperithecia Co - o) and perithocia (. 	.) 
along radii of a wild type culture between 3 and 6 days after inocul-
ation. Distance from the inoculum () is plotted on the abscissa. 
Number of fruiting structures per microscope field (Q,16sm2 ) is  
plotted on the ordinate • Numbers were determined each day in 
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the inoculum on any size of plate. Alternatively the limit of the 
fertile zone could be determined by the plate edge. In this case 
the fertile zone would be expected to start a constant distance 
from the edge whatever size of plate was used • Square petri dishes 
were also used to show whether the pattern was determined by the 
inoculuis or the edge • The results of these experiments are shown 
in Plates 6 and 7. 
On both 9cm and 14cm dishes protoperitheoja first appeared about 
24 hours after the cultures reached the plate margin. The crossing 
phenotype on 14cm dishes was similar to that on gem dishes in that 
there was a sterile margin surrounding the fertile centre of the 
colony. There was a sharp distinction between the fertile and 
sterile zones. The width of the sterile margin was relatively constant 
on both sizes of dish. 
Cultures grown on square plates clearly showed that the pattern 
of protoperithecial distribution was, in this case, determined by 
the edge of the petri dish rather than the position of the inoculum. 
Further evidence to support this observation was obtained by inocul-
ating dihes eccentrically with per 1 per 2+ cultures. A series 
of such dishes appears in Plate 8. The position of the fertile 
colony centre is not affected by displacement of the point of inocul-
ation. 	In extreme cases, where the inoculum is placed very close to 
the dish edge, there is some distortion of the normally circular 
fertile zone. On 14cm plates this distortion is more marked as is 
shown in Plate 9. In the vicinity of the inoculum the sterile maxVIn 
typical of per 1 per 2 is present. Further from the inoculum this 
Phenomenon vanishes though the reasons for this have not been 
Investigated. An interesting feature of Plate 9 is the presence of 
Plate 6 	For 1 per 2 culture grown on dialysis membrane in a 14cm 
dis.st.r p.tri dish 
Plate 7 	Per 1 per 2 culture grown on dialysis aersne in a 
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Plate 8 	Crossing phenotype of eccentrically inoculated 
per 1 per 2+  cultures on dialysis membrane on 
CMA in øca dub... 
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Plate 0 	Per 1 per 2 culture inoculated at the edge of a 1 4c 
dish. The point of inoculation Is marked with an X. 
Cross on (A with dialysis membrane, 
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a Periodicity around the inoculation point, manIfested as a series 
of concentric bands of perith.cia centred on the inoculun. This 
observation suggests that the distribution of perithecia may be 
influenoed by both the dish edge and the position of the inoculun. 
Effects of nutrient availability on the phenotype of per 1 p.r 2+ 
cultures 
As with wild type cultures it was found that alterations in the 
co,oaitjon of the sodium did not affect the time of onset of proto-
p.ritheoial production (i.e. 24 hours alter reaching the dish wall). 
The ah&raoteriatic phenotype of per 1 per 2 isolates, however, 
disappeared on defined media and no combination of carbon and nitrogen 
supply wen found to restore it. Cultures transferred to trash 
medium alter 2.5  days of growth on CMA still showed the phenotype, 
an did fresh izzooula placed on CMA Iiich had already supported growth, 
It was therefore thought unlikely that the per 1 per 	p1enotype 
arose primarily as the result of any particular state of the .ediun, 
cbncluaion 
cp.ri..nta1 evidence has been obtained which suggests that 
the primary stimulus to protoperithecial production in S. brevicollis 
under specified conditions was the interaction between the culture 
and the wail of the petri dish. Protoperithecia were produced 
within 24 hours of the wyoelial front reaching the wall • Alterations 
in the composition of the medium which permit normal growth did not 
affect the time of onset of protoperithecial production, although 
they may have had minor effects on numbers and distribution. 
Protoperithecial production was not induced by the excretion of any 
metabolite into the medium. 
Alleles have been found at two 1001 which have marked effects 
on protoperithecial production. Per 1 per 2 cultures are female 
sterile and per 1 per 2 cultures on CMA have a crossing phenotype 
consisting of a fertile colony centre and a sterile margin. It 
was proposed that these phenotypes were probably the result of 
mutations affecting the control of protoperithecial production rather 
than complete developmental blocks. 
Fruiting in some species of fungi is known to be correlated 
with biochemical changes in the Mycelium. With this in mind it 
was decided to look at some biochemical events during growth and 
fruiting in the hope of gaining further insight into the stimulus 




Biochecical changes during growth and crossing 
Tyroajnase activity, melanin and prolMrIthecium production 
Introduction 
Fruiting in Houroapora craess has been linked with melanin prod-
uction and tyrosinase activity, (Hirsch, 1954; Horowitz, 1951; 
Horowitz and Shen t 1952). Hirsch postulated this connection on the 
grounds that protoperi thee is are differentiated abundantly o,nyce1it 
Ck 
tith turns dark brown, thatfeaa1. sterile aye. hue does not darken 
In this way, and that dark pigments are contained in protoperithecia, 
porithecia and ascoapores • Hirsch showed that the dark pigments 
were melanins and proposed a causal relationship between their 
formation, tyrosinase activity and protoperitheejun production. Be 
deaonstrst.d a peak of tyroetnase activity concurrent with the onset 
of protoperithecisi. production. He also found that no protoperithecia 
were produced if tyrosinase activity was suppressed by p-asinobenzojo 
acid, sodium thioglycolic acid, cysteine or phenyithiourea. 
Ma terial and Methods 
Tyosthase activity was assayed according to the method of 
Horowitz et al. (1960). The production of dopachroae from DL Dope - - 
was measured spec trophotometrjcally at 475up in the presence of crude 
extracts of Bordaria mycelium. 
Cultures were grown on dialysis N&Nbr&ms placed on the surface of 
at.rgsard and Mitchell 's medium modified to contain a low concentration of 
54. 
sulphate (0.08mM). 2% sucrose and 1.5% agar were added. The 
ayc.liva was scraped off the membraw # weighed, and homogenized in 
sodium phosphate buffer (pH 8, 5.1s of buffer per gran wet weight of 
mycelium). Crude extract was obtained by centrifuging the homogenate 
for ten minutes at 10,000g. The reaction mixture contained 0.5.1 of 
the supernatant; 4.0.1 of 0.1M sodium phosphate buffer, pH 6; 0.5*1 
of 0.03M 3,4 dihydroxy-DL-phenylalanine (DL Dopa) in 0 iN HC1 • The 
assay was conducted at 250C. Tyroainaae activity was measured in 
tyrosinase units, one wilt being the amount of tyrosinase required to 
per minute 
produce a change of 0.001 in Optical Density/at 25 C. The addition 
of measured amounts of purified tyrosinas (Sigma) in place of crude 
*ycelial extracts showed that the system gave an accurate estimate 
of tyrosinase activity. 
Assays were carried out on crude extracts of mycelia from wild 
type and female sterile strains. Cultures were harvested and assay" 
at several stages of their growth, before reaching the dish wall, 
immediately after reaching the wall and at the time of first appearance 
of protoperitheoia. Assays were also performed on cultures grown on 
CMA as these were more fertile than those grown on low sulphate medium. 
It was thought that the darkening of the medium observed in now 
cultures grown on Weatergaard and Mitchell 's medium with glucose as 
the source of carbon might be an indication of high tyrosinase activity 
so cultures grown under the.e conditions were also added. 
The effect of the addition to the medium of the tyrosinase 
Inhibitions cyst.in and p-amino benzoic acid (paba) was investigated 
at concentrations of 10 1M, 2 x 10'2  M. 10 2M, 10-3 V and 104M. 
55. 
Result. 
No tyrosinan activity was detected in any strain of S. brevicollie 
on any medium or at any stage of Its lift cycle. Using the techniqu.s 
employed in &udaria the tyro.inaoe activity of the Em strain of 
Neu.roepora crassa was assayed • The activity detected was of the 
same order as that detected by Horowitz et .l. (1960) i.e. approx-
imately 1 unit per gram wet weight of mycelium. 
At concentrations at which vegetative growth was normal the 
addition of tyrosinaso inhibitors to the growth medium did not have 
any obvious effect on protoperithecial production in B. brevicollie. 
Hirsch (1954) found inhibition of fruiting by 10 2  )1 cystein and 
3.6  x 	psia in Neuroepora whereas a tenfold increase in these 
concentrations had no effects on growth or fruiting on S. brevicollis. 
It was concluded that no correlation could be demonstrated between 
tyros inase activity and protoperith.c isi production. 
Be. 
(manic phosphates and protoperithecial production 
Introduction 
It has been suggested that fruiting in Uiaetoaiva globosun is 
stimulated in the presence of a physical barrier to growth (Buston 
and Rickard, 1986). They also showed that the increase in pen-
thecial density near a barrier was associated with an increased con-
centration in the mediia of certain phoapborylated intermediates of 
carbohydrate metabolism, specifically of glucose-8-phosphat. (G6P), 
fructose-i ,6-diphoaphato (FDP) I and 3-phosphoglyceric acid. There 
Is evidence that fruitix.g in some fungi is stimulated by the addition 
of organic phosphates to the medium (Buatcn and King, 1981; 
Hawker, 1948). 
Buston and Rickard have proposed that organic phosphates produced 
In the mycelium diffuse outwards from a growing culture and that 
"the distribution of penithecia is such as might be expected if free 
diffusion of the excreted phosphates is impeded by a physical barrier," 
They apply this hypothesis to eccentrically inoculated cultures in 
which penith.cia are more abundant in region (a) (see Fig. 20) than in 
region (b) of the colony. If organic phosphates are excreted by the 
myoelium it is to be expected that they are more concentrated in 
region (a), from which diffusion is restricted, than in region (b). 
A somewhat similar hypothesis is proposed by Chat, Henis and Mitchell 
(1966) 9 who suggest that aclerotium formation in Solerotium rolfajj 
is induced when an inhibitor is inactivated by an increased concentration 
of metabolites in the colony margin following cessation of growth at 
a barrier. The latter hypothesis is favoured by Pollock (1975) in 
his explanation of peritheoium production at a barrier in Sordaria fimicola. 
Figure 20 	Di*gra.*tic representation of areas in which perith.aia 
were counted and organic phosphate was estimated,, (from Bunton 
& Rickard, 1956). 
The inner circle represento the eargin of a fungal colony, 
the outer circle represents the na of a p.tri dish. 
Differences between the quadrants (a) and (b) are referred 
to in the text. 
I 	 I 	 I 	 I 	
I 
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Bunton and RicIrd'a hypothesis cannot satisfactorily be applied 
to S. brevicollia as no evidence has been obtained to suggest that 
fruiting in this organism is stimulated by excreted metabolites. 
In addition their hypothesis depends on a simple correlation between 
medium with a high organic phosphate concentration and areas of high 
perithecial density, a direct and localised effect. The edge effect 
observed in S,. brevicollis however is not simply that protoperithecia 
are most dense at the plate edge but that their production is induced 
over the entire colony surface si'altaneously. The effect is evidently 
more complex than can bE accounted for on the 1iaton and Rickard 
hypothesis and involve, the transfer of information from the colony 
margin to the colony centres through the mycelium as opposed to 
physiological changes induced by changes in the Immediate external 
environment of different parts of the culture. 
A hypothesis along the lines proposed by Chet et al., is more 
attractive as a possible explanation of the edge effect in S. brevjco].lja, 
A localised change in the colony margin, brought about by the dish wall 
causes either the production of an inducing substance which diffuses 
throughout the mycelium, or inhibits the production of a repressor of 
protoperitheclum production during vegetative growth. The nature of 
the localized interaction eight be an increase in metabolite concentr-
ation in the colony margin when further growth is blocked, as Chet et al., 
proposed, or some other effect of a change in the internal environment 
of the mycelium on the cessation of growth, 
atever the mechanism of the effect, the fact that phosphorylated 
intermediates of carbohydrate metabolism had been linked to fruiting 
In other fungi prompted an investigation of Its possible role in 
68. 
protoperithecium production in S. brevicollis • The effect of adding 
organic phosphates to the medium was investigated. In addition 
evidence of a correlation between organic phosphate concentration in 
mycelium and the onset of protoperithecium production was sought, 
Materials and Methods 
All the experiments in this section were performed on cultures 
of S. brevicollia grown on corn meal agar (Q&A). 
The effect of the addition of glucose-6-phosphate (G6P), 
fructose-6-phosphate (PeP) ructo 	,6-diphosphate (FDP), adenosine 
diphosphate (ADP) and adenosine triphosphate (ATP) to the medium was 
investigated. These supplements were added at concentrations of 
0.1mM, laM and lOaM and were also added as crystals placed on the 
surface of a growing culture. 
The internal concentrations of a number of glycolytic inter-
mediates were assayed. Mycelial extracts were prepared by harvesting 
cultures grown on dialysis membrane and homogenizing in ice-cold TCA 
(5% v/v solution). lOmla of TCA were added for each gram wet weight 
of mycelium. The homogenate was centrifuged for 10 minutes at 
10,000g and the assays were carried out on the supernatant. The 
supernatant was extracted five times with two volumes of ether to 
remove the TCA. Assay techniques were spectrophotometric, based on 
the oxidation or reduction of nucleotide coenzymes. 
1) Assay of 06P, F6P and ATP. 
Reagents: 
0.8ala Buffer - Glycyl glycine 0.4M 
M9C12 	 0.15M 	pH 7.4 
Glucose 	010M j 
59. 
0.1al. NADP 20mM 
2.lMls sample 
Enzyme 1 - 	 Glucose 6 phosphate dehydrogenase 10 units 
Enzyme 2 - 	 Phosphoglucome isomeraae 50 units 
Enzyme 3 - 	 Hexokinas. 10 units 





> 	1  j, ') 6 Pho.phogluoonate 
E3 NADPR 
ATP + glucose 
The production of NADPR was measured epectrophotometrically at 
- 	 0 340r. The reagents were pro incubated for 5 minutes at 25 C and 
enzyme 1 (G6PD) added. On completion of the reaction the change 
in 0,D. was a function of the amount of GOP in the sample. Enzyme 
2 was then added to assay the FOP concentration. %*ien the second 
step of the reaction was completed enzyme 3 was added to assay ATP. 
The change in 0. D. for known concentrations of GOP was measured to 
obtain a standard curve against which the unknown concentrations were 
calibrated. The standard curve and the trace obtained from a typical 
unknown are shown in Figure 21 • As only very small volumes of 
enzymes were added (0.005mb) it was it deemed necessary to correct 
the results of POP and ATP assay steps to compensate for dilution 
of the sample. 
Assays (2) and (3) involved the measurement of NATi produced 
from NAI*1 at 340. The basic technique was identical to that 
employed in assay (1). 
Figre2l 	a) Standard calibration curve for (36P assays • The 
change in ab.orbanoe of Imown solution. of 06? was measured 
on the addition of GØPD to the ouvette. The known concentr-
ation. of 06? were dissolved in 8% ICA and extracted with 
ether to compensate for any lose of 06P which night occur 
during the preparation of the ur'n'own samples, 
b) Typical recorder trace obtained from wild type 
ayaeliva assayed for 06P, 76? and AT?. The arrows indicate 
the time of addition of enzymes. Concentrations of the three 
phosphates were calculated by comparing the change in absorbance 
on the addition of enzyme with the standard curve above. 
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Assay for P1W and Triose phosphates. 
Reagents: 
0.8als buffer - Glycyl glyothe 0.25M 
EDTA 	 lOaM 	pH 7.4 
Ammonium acetate 0 • 3M J 
0.05ala NAZI 7mM 
2.15m19 sample 
ç a Glyceropho.phate debydrogena.. 2 units 
EZ1Zyfl* 1 	Trioaepho.ph*te leomerase 	20 units 
Enzyme 2 	Aldolase 	 5 units 
Reaction: 
E NArM 
B 	Dihydroxyace tone Phosphate 1 
	
> Glycerol 3 
FDP E 	 NADI. phosphate 
a Glyceropho.phate 
Assay for Py'ruvat., 2-oiphoglycerate (2POA), and Plospho (Enol) 
Pyruvate (PEP) 
Reagents: 
0.8m1s buffer 	Glycyl glycine 0.5M 
EDTA 	 0.0114 
KC2 	 01614 	pH 7.4 
M9Cl2 	 0•01M 
ADP 
O.OSals NADII 7aM 
2.15ala sample 
Enzyme 1 Lactic dehydrogenaae 2 units 
Enzyme 2 Pyruvate kinase S uAtta 








Pyruvate I 	 Lactate 
All enzymes were obtained from 8igma. 
When assays were performed on unknown samples it was found 
that the highest concentrations of the substrates measured in assays 
(2) and (3) were not very such above the lowest levels detectable. 
These assays are therefore mentioned only briefly in the results and 
were not performed on most samples. 
Regults 
The addition of 06?, F6P, FOP, AD? or ATP to the medium, either 
In known concentration or as crystals placed on the mycelium had no 
effect on either the production or distribution of protoperithecta. 
This may have been the result of failure of the compounds to be taken 
up by the mycelium, or it may be that variations in their concentra-
tions within the mycelium do not exercise any influence on the 
processes controlling differentiation of protoperithecia. 
Figure 22 shows the concentration of 06?, F6P and ATP in the 
iyoeliun of a wild type culture during vegetative growth and fruiting. 
The margin of the colony was assayed separately and compared with the 
remainder. 
During vegetative growth the margin of the colony has a slightly 
higher concentration of the organic phosphates measured • This was 
Figure 22 	a) Concentration of three organic phosphates in the 
mycelium of a wild type culture during growth and fruiting on 
QIA in a 9cm petri dish. The arrows represent the time at 
which the culture reached the dish wall (1) and the time of 
first appearance of protoperithecia (2) 
a — . 06P 
oo 	FOP 
A—A ATP 
b) Concentration of GOP and ATP in the centre and margin of 
the same culture as above • The margin of the colony was the 
outer 2cm, the centre being the remainder 
• colony margin GOP 
 
o - o colony centre 
colony margin 
ATP  A I 	 A 
'. 	 '- colony centre 
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probably the result of a higher rate of metabolism at the growing 
hyphal tips. There was a drop in the concentration of the margin 
when the edge of the dish was reached though the difference between 
margin and centre was never very large. The concentration per go 
wet weight of the culture declines by about 50% within 40 hours of 
the edge being ricbed. The" was no sudden change in the 
concentration of any of the substances assayed corresponding with 
the onset of protoperitheciva production. 
Organic phosphate content of mutant strains 
The (i6P, F6P and ATP content of female sterile (parl p.r2) 
and p.r1 per2 cultures was determined by the methods previously 
described. It was found that the GOP content of1 feeale sterile 
mycelium dropped from a level similar to that of wild type cultures 
to a barely detectable level within 24 hours of the plate edge being 
reached • This effect Is graphed in figure 23 • The concentrations 
of the substances measured in assays (2) and (3) (8.. Materials and 
Methods) dropped from barely detectable to undetectable levels at the 
same time as the GOP content of the mycsliva dropped. This was not 
caused by exhaustion of the medium as cultures grown on 10, 20 and 
30 ala of medium all showed a similar drop at the same time without 
any difference in the wet weight of mycelium produced (figure 24). 
The decline In GOP content bore the same relationship to the time at 
which the mycelium reached the dish w*.0 on both 9cm and 14cm plates 
(figure 25). 
Thera is an obvious similarity between the biochemical response 
to the dish wall in female sterile cultures and the morphogenetic 
response in fertile cultures • In both cases an interaction between 
Figure 23 	(noentration of GOP (.—s) and ATP (A,- &) in 
female sterile (per l per 2) mycelium on CMA in a 9cm 
petri dish. The arrow indicates the time at which the 
culture reached the dish wall. 





Hours of growth 
Figure 24 	a) Decline in G6P content of a female sterile isolate 
grown on 30mls (o - o), 20mls (. - .) and lOmls (11) of 
CMA on 9cm petri dishes. 
The mean weight per culture of the myceliuni on the three 
different media was, 
30m1 dish 0.74gms 
20m1 	it  0.80gms 
lOmi 	it 0.65gms 
b) Decline in G6P content of a female sterile isolate on CMA 
	
in a 9cm petri dish. 	The colony was divided into three 
regions, as illustrated below. 
G6P in each region was assayed separately 
•• region I 
-- 
0 - 0 	' I 
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Figure 25 	GOP content of a female  sterile i.olste grown on CMA 
In a 9cm petri dish (a) and a 14cm petri dish (b). The arrows 
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the ayoelium and the wall stimulates a change in the whole colony. 
It is curious that the biochemical response to the wall should -be 
c)CL uc 
sanif.±a4 in the culture which shows no sorphogenet ic response, 
i.e • which does not produce protoperjth.cia. Vice versa, proto-
perith.ojal production in fertile cultures is not correlated with 
changes in the sugar phosphate levels. 
Another similarity between the two phenomena is their simultaneous 
effect on the whole colony. The decline in GOP content of the 
MYC011um was measured in three region, by cutting a culture into 
concentric rings. The result in figure 24 shows that there was no 
tendency for the GOP level in any pert of the colony to drop earlier 
than that in any other part. 
Organic phosphate levels were assayed in pen per2 cultures. 
The levels in a typical isolate are shown in figure 26. After the 
colony reached the plate edge a drop in the 06P content of the colony 
margin was found. The remainder of the colony did not show a similar 
effect. Although the decline observed in the margin was smaller than 
that in female sterile cultures there did appear to be a positive 
correlation between the decline and the failure of cultures, or parts 
Of cultures, to produce protopenitheoja. 
DissHasion 
The relationship between the edge effects in fertile and sterile 
cultures is open to debate. The female sterile phenotype say have 
been a consequence of an aberrant response to the stimulus produced 
by the mycelium/wall interaction. Alternatively the stimulus itself 
any have been altered in sterile cultures. 
Figure 26 	Concentration of 08P (a) and AIV (b) in a per 1 per 2 
Isolate grown on C*A in a Poe petri dish. 
Th. outer 1.5cm of the culture was aesayed separately 
from the remainder 
)( 	X - whole colony 
o - 0 - colony margin 
• - • - colony centre 
The arrows indicate the time at which the culture reached 
the dish wall (1) and the time of first appearance of proto-
peritheota (2). 
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It has been found (MacDonald & Bond, manuscript submitted for 
publication) that subcultures taken from a per 1 per 2 culture often 
fail to grow. Their viability decreases rapidly over a 24 hour period 
immediately after the parent culture reaches the petri dish will. 
Figure 27 show, this decline in .ubr44uJ434t3z with time 	Wild 
type and per 1 per 2 cultures do not show any corresponding 
decline. Apparently a sterile culture dies after it has covered 
the available medium surface and reached the physical limit, of Its 
environment • The drop in organic phosphato content of the mycellum  
my be symptomatic of a general decline in metabolic processes. If 
this is indeed the case, then the sterility of the.e cultures is 
understandable, protop.rithecia are not produced because the culture 
In not metabolically active at the time when protoperithecial production 
would otherwise be induced. 
The results do not suggest that the levels in the mycelium of 
organic phosphates tested were correlated with the onset of proto-
peritbectal production. 
Figure 27 	Percent of viable subcultures taken from a wild 
type (o) and a female sterile (.) isolate at various 
times before and after reaching the edge of a 9cc petri 
dish (t = 0), on C)M. 
The standard subculture was $ plug of agar and 
myoelium punched out with a Pasteur pipette tip. The 
position of subcultures as chosen at random. A subculture 
which grew in a tub. of Vogels medlua was defined an viable. 
This data was obtained by D.J. Ebnd. 










Ciclic AMP and Protoperi thee lal production 
Introduction 
Cyclic adenosine 3 4 , 5 1- scsiophosphate (cAMP) has in recent 
years been shown to have regulatory function in a wide variety of 
organisms. For example it has been shown to mediate the intra-
cellular actions of hormones that interact with the cell membrane 
(Robison, Thatcher & Sutherland, 1971), to control catabolite 
repression in bacteria (Pastan a Perlman, 1970) and to play an 
important role in the migration and aggregation of cellular slime 
moulds (Bonner, 1969). Together with the related nucleotide 
cyclic guanos in. monophosphate (o(BU)) it has been implicated in the 
modulation of growth and development of a large number of prokaryotic 
and eukaryotic cell types. 
In fungi it has been shown that cAMP acts as a fruit inducing 
substance in Coprinus macrorhjzu (Uno and Ishikawa, 1971). 
Leonard and Dick (1968) extracted a diffumable substance from a 
number of fungal species and showed that it was capable of inducing 
fruiting in Shizophyllum cosmune, Uno and Ishikaru found the 
active ingredient to be a heat stable substance with a molecular 
weight similar to cAMP. The addition of cAMP to the growth medium 
induced fruiting in C. macrorhizus. 
In view of these observations and the ubiquity of cAMP in 
regulatory processes, its role in fruiting in Sordaria brevicollis 
was investigated. This was done by adding cAMP to the medium to 
so. if it acted as a fruit inducing substance and by investigating 
the intracellular levels of CAMP at different stages of the life 
cycle. 
66. 
Materials and Methods 
cAW (Sigea) was incorporated in corn seal agar (OLA) at five 
ccentrations from 5 x 10 to 5 x lOV. Wild type, sterile and 
perl per 2 cultures were grown on each concentration • oA was 
also added as crystals placed on the mycelium. 
The levels of cAMP in mycelium were determined in cultures 
grown on the normal CMA medium. Assays were performed using a cAMP 
assay kit obtained from the Radiochemical Centre, Amersham (To'vey 
et ., 1974). The assay was based on the competition between 
unlabelled cAMP and a fixed quantity of tritium labelled cAMP for 
binding to a protein with a high specificity and affinity for cAMP. 
Measurement of the protein bind radioactivity enabled the amount of 
unlabelled cAMP in the sample to be calculated. 
Mycelial extracts were obtained by homogenizing cultures in 
Ice-cold TCA (5% w/v solution, 10 mis per gram wet weight of mycelium), 
followed by centrifugation for 10 minutes at 10,000g. The TCA was 
removed from the supernatant by extracting five times with two 
volumes of ether. 
The reagents used were as follows: 
Tris/EDTA buffer:- 0.OSM solution at pH 7.5 containing 
M EM. 
Binding protein, purified from bovine muscle and 
containing 'tris/EDTA buffer, p11 7.6. 
[8-H] Adenosine 3',5 1-cyclio monophosphat. - l841 
solution in Tris/EDTA buffer, pH 7.5. 
67. 
Unlabelled cAIW in Trio/EM buffer pH 7.5. This was  
used to obtain a standard curve of conosntrat ion of 5tlabelled 
CAMP against Scintillation oounts per minute. Five concentrations 
of unlabelled cAMP were used in the standard curve, 1, 2, 4, 8 and 
16 p aol per assay tithe (0.2 ml.). 
Charcoal absorbent. 
The assay protocol is given in table 16. 
Zero StandardsUahaoen 
7Ub.No. 	12 3 	45 6 	7 	8 	910ll12l31415l617et 
Buffer a]- n 	150 15050 80 
1io1CAW 8050 
2paolcAMP 	 6050 
4 inol CAMP 60 60 
8 pool cAMP 	 50 60 
lS )Mel cAMp 5080 
IUajcuosni 	 6050 
Unknown 5050 
o[ii] AMP 	 5O - 
Binding protein 	 - 100 
Table 18 
CAMP assay protocol. All volume in miorolitre. 
The reagents were added to plastic haweatocrit tubes (capsoity 
0.5nls) kept at 0°C in an ice/aster bath. The buffer ass added 
first, followed by the unlabelled CAMP or unknown, labelled cAMP and 
binding protein in that order • The tubes were vortex nixed for 
approximately 5 seconds then incubated in the ice bath for 2 haur.. 
Twenty minutes before the end of the incubation time distilled water 
was added to the charcoal reagent which was stirred continuously at 
68. 
0°C with a magnetic stirrer. lOOpi of charcoal suspension was 
added to as many tubes as could be centrifuged in one hatch (8) and 
vertex mixed for approximately 5 seconds. Immediately after this 
step the tubes were centrifuged for 5 minutes at 10,000g and 200p1 
samples removed to scintillation vials for counting. Counts were 
carried out in a water-compatible scintillant mixture, (Packard 
Ineta-Gel). 
Calculation of results: The blank counts per minute (cpm) for the 
allay were subtracted from the zero cpe to obtain the protein bound 
cpm in the absence of unlabelled cANP (C0). The opm bound in the 
presence of standard or uvikvown unlabelled cAMP (CO were obtained by 
subtracting the blank cpm from that of each sample tube • A plot of 
Co/Cx against concentration of cAMP should give a stright line with 
an intercept of 1.0 on the ordinate (see figure 28). This graph, 
obtained from the five standard concentrations, can be used to 
determine the concent rat ion (peol per assay tube) of cAMP in the 
unknown samples by using the formula 
* = b (Co/ca - a) 
where b Is the regression coefficient of y on x and a is the 
Intercept of the regression line on the y axis. 
Assays were performed on wild type and sterile Cultures at a 
variety of times before and after protoperitheoia were visible. 
Results 
The addition of cAMP to CMA either in known concentrations or 
as crystals placed on the mycelium had no visible effect on the numbers 
of protoperithecia or their time of production. The only effect of 
--- 	--- - 	-t 
- - 	,- C- - 	
- - 	- 	I •- 	 - - 	-- 
.-•. 	__.-_j 	.... 	 - 	- .;- 
- 
- 	 y 	 - 
- 
-: r 	 ---- 
Fiwure 28 	Standard curve used to e.tite the concentration 
of oMW in unknown sa1es • The data from which this 
curve was calculated appears in Thbl. 17. 
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cAMP observed was on hyphal morphology when crystals were placed on 
the surface of the culture. Within about 2mm of the crystals there 
were a large number of serial hyphse which looked as if they bore 
aicroconidia. A possible explanation for the failure to find any 
action of cAMP on fruiting was that the compound was not taken up by 
the organism. It may be that the extracellular cAMP supplied was 
rapidly inactivated enzymatically. An important. property of cAMP 
in metabolic lability which allows rapid fluctuations in concentration 
as a response to environmental change.. The observation that 
exogenous cAMP did not affect fruiting was not therefore, taken to 
exclude the possibility that intracellular fluctuations in cAMP were 
Important to protoperithecial production. 
Intracellular cAMP: The known concentrations of cAMP gave a 
reasonably good calibration curve (Figure 28). Table 17 shoes the 
data from one experiment in which cultures of wild type and female 
sterile (perl per2) cultures were harvested before and after reaching 
the petri dish edge. A series of dilutions of each sample was made 
as the sassy was only accurate over the range 1-18 peol cAMP per tube. 
Maximum accuracy is in the range 2-8 peel. If the results of the 
1:25 and 1:125 dilutions of sample 9 are ignored, the range of 
concentrations of cAMP found varied from 8.1  to 31.0 peel per assay 
tube. Agreement between dilutions of the same sample was poor in some 
cases, e.g. samples 5 and 9. 
There did not appear to be any large fluctuations in the intra-
cellular levels of cAMP between any of the samples. The only aspect 
of the results which was thought worthy of further investigation was 
the slightly higher cAMP levels in samples 2 and 3 • These were wild 
Table 17 	Concentration of cAMP in wild type and female sterile 
cultures. t refers to the time in hours relative to reaching 
Vie dish wal, at which cultures were harvested. 
Three dilutions of each sample were assayed and the 
figures in the final column are corrected for these 
dilutions. 
Co = Zero - Riank = 6152-314 
= 5838 
0AMPth 





Zero - 	6153 
(lOp.ol 732 408 14.3 16.7 
( 8 " 1001 687 8.5 8.7 
St.nderda(4 " 1650 1349 4.3 3..7 
(2 " 2402 2088 2.8 1.4 
- (1" 3146 *832 2.1 1.0 
81 858 544 10.7 11.4 11.4 wild type 1:6 3034 1720 3.4 2,6 13.0 
t33 1:25 3323 3009 1.9 0.8 - 
- 1325 4616 4303 1,4 0.2 -- - 
82 723 409 14.3 15.7 
- 
15.7 
wild type 1:5 1523 1209 4.8 4.2 21.0 
1:25 4015 3701 1.6 0.4 - 
1:125 - 371 3477 - 	17 0.6 - 
13 709 395 14.8 16.3 - 
wild type 1:5 1341 1027 8.7 8.4 27.0 
1:25 3474 3160 1.8 0.7 - 
- 1:128 4845 4531 1.3 0.1 
84 830 816 11.3 12.1 12.1 
wild type 1:8 2156 1842 3.2 3.4 32.0 
t+12 1:25 3594 3380 1.8 0.7 - 
1125 _4396 4082 1.4 0.2 - 
85 1 an^ Aol  
- 
wild type 1:5 1227 013 6.4 6.2 31.0 
t - +36 1:25 3038 2724 2.1 11.0 26.0 
1:126 3537 3223 1.8 0.7 • 
86 1048 731 8.0 8.1 
- 
8.1 
fe.a1e •t.ri1 1:8 4219 390* 1.5 0.3 - 
- t - -12 1:25 4138 3824 1.5 0.3 - 
1:125 4666 4341 1.3 0.1 - 
of 602 348 16.8 18.7 
teas].. sterile 1:5 1364 1060 5.6 5.3 36.0 
1:25 3067 2763 2.1 1.0 26.0 
1:125 3879 3665 1.6 0.4 - 88 i 767 453 12.9 14.0 14.0 teaal. •terfl.ø 1:6 2128 1814 3.2 3.4 12.0 
= +12 1:26 3805 3191 1.8 0.? - 
- 1:125 3873 3559 1.6 0.4 - F 	89 683 369 16.8 17.5 - 
feI1a steri1. 1:5 1296 983 509 5.6 






2777 2463 2.4 - 	1.4 175.0 
70. 
cx 
type &Wcellmim harvested Just before (t * -4) and Just after (t = +8) 
rs.bing the dish edge. Saxpi. 3 .thibit* about a two-fold higher 
level than saxpi.. 1 or 4. The possibility that thase saxpi.s were 
Indicative of a pulse of cAMP production concurrent with reaching the 
Plato edge was investigated by assaying a series of saxpi.s at short 
tins intervals i.diately before and after the edge was reached. 
Th. results appear in Table 18, Again they showed poor agreement 
between dilutions of the &Mw saxpie and also between replicate tubes. 
However them was no suggestion that OUP levels varied significantly 
IS response to meeting the dish well, 
Conclusim 
lbs results of the assays to determine the thtraoellular levels 
of cAW did not suggest that the fluctuation, in the concentration 
of this substance were correlated with any MOrphogeniatic changes, 
lbo poor quality of the results wee probably the result of lack of 
expertise in performing the assay. As with nost experimental 
syste, it would have been optimistic to expect perfect results 
the first few tin., the experiment was performed. 
lbe results were not considered sufficiently encouraging to 
warrant continuation of the expensive assss, particularly in view 
Of the fact that the addition of CAW to the medium had no effects 
on protopsritbeojsl production. 
Table ie 	Concentration of cAMP in wild type and fe.als, sterile 
cultures. t refers to the time in hours, relative to 
reaching the dish wall, at which cultures were harvested. 
Two dilutions of each sample were assayed and the 
figures in the final colum are corrected for these 
dilutions. 
Co = Zero - Blank = 333-176 
= 317? 
¶ - 
CAMP In  
CPO 
- 








82 1001 825 3.9 3.1 3.1 
617 441 7.2 7.2 7.3 
t - 	2 	1:5 1379 1203 2.6 1.7 8.5 
1:8 1570 1394 2.3 1.3 6.5 
1:25 2972 2796 1.1 - 
1:25 3110_-_2934 1.1 - 
S2 872 606 4.6 4.0 4.0 
- 8141 638 5.0 4.5 4.5 
- 0 	1:5 958 780 	
r 4.1 3.4 17.0 
- 1:5 993 817 3.9 3.3 16.0 
1:25 1658 1482 2.1 1.1 27.6 
1:26 2147 1971 1.6 0.4 
Afl 
- 576 400 7.9 8.0 	8.0 
1:6 
t-42 
1156 980 3,2 2.4 12.0 
1:5 1406 1230 2.6 1.6 	8.0 
1:28 2335 2159 1.5 0.3 
1:25 2416 2240 1.4 0.2 
S4 494 318 10.0 10.5 10.5 
453 277 11.5 13.3 12.3 
1:5 924 748 4.2 3.6 18.0 
- 1:6 963 786 4.0 3.4 17.0 
1:25 2009 1833 1.7 0.6 
1:26 2008 1833 1.7 0.6 
511 335 9.5 9.9 9.9 
684 508 6.3 8.0 6.0 
1:5 1513 1336 2.4 	1 1.4 	: 7.0 
-+ 1:5 1457 1281 2.5 1.5 1.5 
1:25 2617 2441 1.3 0.1 
- 
- 1:25 2831 2655 1.2 - 
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General Conclusion 
In this part of the thesis some environmental and genetic factors 
which affect the production of protoperithecia in Sordaria brevioolljs 
have been described. While the composition of the medium on which a 
culture was grown was important in determining the numbers and 
distribution of protcperithecia evidence has been obtained which 
suggests that this was not the primary stimulus initiating proto-
peritheoial production. This stimulus was an interaction between a 
growing culture and the edge of the dish in which it was grown. 
Fruiting was induced simultaneously on all parts of the culture, the 
first protoperithecia being visible about 24 hours after contact with 
the edge. 
From these observations it seems that information about events 
occurring at the margin of a colony (i.ee reaching the dish wall) was 
transmitted to all parts of a culture where it interacted with the 
genetic component of the organism inducing differentiation of hyphae 
Into fruiting structures. It is not clear how this information was 
transmitted. U a chemical 'message' was involved two mechanisms 
for its action spring to mind. 
First there could be a specific inducing substance produced at 
the colony margin in response to the cessation of growth or some other 
aspect of the colony/edge interaction. This substance would have to 
spread rapidly throughout the entire culture, perhaps transported by 
cytoplaaaic steaming. The observation that different parts of a 
culturs respond to the fruiting stimulus to different extents suggests 
that the 270821um is not a "well stirred space", as it would presumably 
be if such rapid transport were possible. 
72. 
A second form of chemical messenger could be a repressor of 
fruiting produced only by growing hyphal tips. The cessation of 
growth on reaching the plate edge could then result in do-repression 
of the entire colony. Again this would require the transport of the 
repressor throughout the myceltue. In this case, however, the transport 
need net be so rapid in order to induce simultaneous protoperitheøial 
production in all regions. This theory supposes that within less 
than 24 hours of the cessation of linear growth the level of repressor 
falls below a critical value. 
A second 'edge effect' was found in mutants with altered proto-
peritheojal production and distribution. This took the fore of a 
sudden drop in the 08P content of the m3rcelium which occurred when 
female st•rile cultures reached the plate edge. GOP fell to an 
undetectable level within 24 hours of this event. It was thought 
likely that the failure of such cultures to produce protoperitheoja 
was a consequence of the general cessation of metabolic processes, 
A mutant strain (per l per 2) has been found which shows 
responses characteristic of both edge effects. The centre of the 
colony produces many protaperitheeja within 24 hours of the margin 
reaching the plate edge whereas the colony margin is virtually sterile 
and shows a decline in GOP content. 
It is net clear whether there are two different interaction, with 
the plate wall which stimulate different morphogenetic events. 
Protoperithecial production and GOP decline may be the products of 
the same stimulus, the mutant 'trains having an aberrant response to 
the interaction with the wall. 
Presumably the differentiation of protaperithecia is accompanied 
73. 
by biochemical changes in the fruiting aycelii. No correlations 
with fruiting were found for any biochemical processes investigated. 
Further investigations of the induction of protop.ritheoial 
production would be facilitated if mutants could be isolated which 
fruited before the plate wall was reached, jo • which were constitutive 
for fruiting without requiring the stimulus of the interaction with 
the wall • Similarly, strains which show no edge effect and are 
consequently female sterile would be useful in such investigations. 
The mutants described in this work were discovered more or less 
accidentally in the laboratory stocks • In fact it was this discovery 
which was to a large extent responsible for stimulating this investig-
ation of .orphogen.sis in S. brevicoflis. Th isolate norphogonetic 
mutants of the two types mentioned above is extremely difficult 
It Is hard to think of any satisfactory screening process which could 
be used to avoid a laborious and costly Search through thousands of 
Isolate* in order to find the desired type of mutant. 
Further experiments to investigate morphogenetic control could, 
In the absence of these mutants, involve looking at other biochemical 
pathways or other environmental factors • One approach would be to 
devise experiments which would distinguish between the induction and 
repression models of protoperi thac ml production. 
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APPENDIX I 
(bosition of Media 
Corn seal Agar (CA) 
rn Meal Agar (Difco) 	 17g 
Sucrose 	 3g 
Gluoose 2g 
Yeast Extract Powder ((cold) 	ig 
Distilled Water to 1000 sin 
Vogel 'a minimal medium 
oto Agar (Difoo) 	 15g 
Gluooee 	 20g 
Vogel's (1958) salt solution (*50) 20 man 
Distilled water to 1000 ala 
Westergeard & Mitchell's aivitmel medium 
cto Agar (Difco) 	 iSg 
Glucose 	 20g 
W & M's (1947) salt solution (*10) 100 mis 
Distilled water to 1000 mis 
Vogel's (1956) salt solution (50* working strength) 




a 2 2H20 Sg 
Trace elements (see below) S ml. 
Biotin solution (25&g./ad) 10 nh 
Distilled water to 1000 mis 
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APpm1x I (contd. ) 
Vogel's treae elements solution 
Citric acid 	 5g 
Zn804 7020 5g 
re (4)2 04)2 8020 ig 
cus04 5020 0. 26g 
804 020 0.05g 
03003 O.OSg 
Na 2104 2020 0.06g 
Distilled water to 100 mis 
Weateraard & Mitchell's (1947) salt solution (xlO working strength) 
KNO3 	 log 
21304 	 lOg 
2 MgSO 7020 	 Sg 
CAM 2 2020 ig 
Naci 	 ig 
Trace elements solution 	 2,5 mis 
\ 	
(see below) 
Biotin solution (lgin/ml) 	 16 mis 
Distilled water to 1000 as 
W & U's trace element solution 
Na3BO3 O.Olg 
Cu 9045020 0.lg 
PP04 0.2g 
*1804 1120 0.02g 
N*)04 2020  0.02g 
Zn804 7020 2.0g 
Distilled water to 250 mi. 
K1103 was normally omitted and added separately when making up media 
2 
r low sulphate (0 • 06mM) =d1= substitute 0.15g of MCIb 7020 
Media were sterilized by autoclaving for 20 minute. at 201b/sq in 
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ABSTRACT 
Crosses involving spore color mutants of Sordaria brevicollis all showed a 
decline in the frequency of second division asymmetric asci (2:2:2:2's) as the 
cross matured. This decline was due to the preferential maturation and/or 
discharge of these asci. The proportion of spindle overlap and recombinational 
asci within the group did not change as shown by ascus dissection. The prefer-
ential discharge was also found to occur in two-point crosses where the asci did 
not contain wild-type spores. 
N ascomycetes with a linear ascus it is possible to infer a gene to centromere 
distance from the sequence of spores within the ascus. First-division segrega-
on for any locus results in a 4:4 distribution of spores. whilst a crossover between 
gene and its centromere results in second-division segregation and one of two 
pore sequences. Second-division asci are identifiable either by a 2:2:2:2 (asym-
ietric) or a 2:4:2 (symmetric) sequence. In the absence of complicating factors 
ierefore the frequency of 4:4 asci will depend on the centromere distance and 
:2:2:2 and 2:4:2 asci are expected to be equal. Biased distribution (BERG 1966) 
the term used to describe observed deviations from these expectations. Biases 
ave been attributed to several factors. 
SHAW (1962). CUEN and OLIVE (1965) and BERG (1966) analyzed crosses 
ivolving spore color mutants of Sordaria brevicollis. They found inequalities in 
e frequencies of the two asymmetric spore sequences (2+:2m:2+:2m and 
m:2+:2m:2+) compared to the two symmetric spore sequences (2+:4m:2+ and 
m4+:2m). The asymmetric asci were in excess of the symmetric. This is form-
Ily accounted for by invoking the concept of spindle overlap or nuclear passing. 
'he consequences of partial overlap of the second-division spindles are illustrated 
.Figure 1. 
Factors other than spindle overlap have been shown to result in a biased distri-
ution of ascospores. In Neurospora crassa spindle overlap is rare or absent but 
1 this organism polarized segregation has been reported. The observational basis 
f this phenomenon is an inequality of complementary classes which are expected 
be equal. For example, within first-division segregation asci an excess of asci 
iith four wild-type spores at one end of the ascus has been reported (NAKAMURA 
61; LAMB 1966). Polarized segregation has also been reported in Sordaria 
,netk 76: 245-33 February, 1974. 
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II,RE I--The consequence , ol parlid 	tcI-divit,i avr lap of Spindle, ill first aill eti 
fivsion segregation asci. 
brevicollis (BERG 1966). This phenomenon has been extensively analyzed b 
LAMB (1966; 1967). who has shown that the bias is due to the preferential di 
charge of asci with wild-type spores at the base of the ascus. LAMB has suggeste 
that this is due to more efficient transportation of nutrients in asci of this soi 
compared to asci with mutant spores at the base. There is consequently a diffei 
ential maturation of the two types. 
In this paper we report large variations in the frequency of the main asci. 
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pes during development of any one cross. The experiments arose from obser.. 
ttions on control crosses for another set of experiments. These showed large 
iferences in the frequency of asymmetric second-division asci and here it is 
town that these differences are generated by the preferential discharge of these 
;ci. Consequently, estimates of the frequency of spindle overlap and of recombi-
tion vary according to the time of sampling of the cross. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Strains: Three spore-color mutants were used in this work. S229 is a member of the V 4 locus 
HEN 1965) and is inseparable from the centromere of linkage group V. c79 is an allele of the 
locus and was kindly provided by PRoessoR L. S. OLIVE whilst 8187 is a member of the Y. 
ries. Both of these loci are located on linkage group II approximately 4 and 16 units from the 
ntromere. The morphological mutant (mo-I) was isolated and mapped by M. H. V. Cooa.AY. 
is located approximately halfway between the b 1 locus and the centromere. 
Media: Crosses were carried out on cornmeal agar of the following composition: Cornmeal 
ar (Difco) 17 gm; glucose 2gm; sucrose 3 gm; yeast extract I gm distilled water up to 
00 ml. Asci were diss-cted on 4 0/. agar arid the ascospores germinated in tubes of VOGEL'S 
956) N medium to which 0.7% sodium acetate was added to stimulate germination. 
Method of crossing: The crosses were set up using the method described by CHEN (1965). The 
ale and female parents were grown up separately for 4 days at 25°. Microconidia from the male 
rent were harvested in sterile water and the resulting suspension used to fertilize the female. 
ie  fertilized crosses were incubated at 25° until they were sufficiently mature for scoring. 
Scoring techniques: Perithecia from the maturing cross were harvested daily and crushed 
en in a drop of 10% sucrose solution on a slide. The sugar solution prevents preferential burst-
g of asci (LAMB 1966). Clumps of asci were transferred to a clean slide where they were teased 
art using tungsten needles. The asci were then flattened under a coverslip and scored using a 
agnification of x400. Harvesting of perithecia was continued until ascus breakdown and dis-
arge made it impossible to continue. 
RESULTS 
The results of single point crosses involving three spore color loci are presented 
Table 1. The frequencies of the three main ascus classes were scored on 
iccessive days. There was a marked decline in the frequency of asymmetric 
cond division asci as the cross matured. This trend is graphed in Figure 2. The 
crease in the frequency of 2:2:2:2 asci was smallest, although still highly 
gnificant. for the mutant S187 which was furthest from the centromere. This 
ould be expected if there was a preferential discharge of spindle overlap asci, 
nce the fraction of overlap asci which are found in 4:4 asci increases with the 
?ntromere distance. 
Table 2 contains the results of an experiment which tested in a rather direct 
ay the idea that overlap asci were being preferentially discharged. The asym-
etric asci are comprised of two sorts—those of overlap origin and those of 
combinational origin. Preferential discharge of the former will result in an 
crease in the recombinant fraction. Recombinational asci can be distinguished 
a marker proximal to the spore color locus is included in the cross. 
The cross of the S187 mutant contained a morphological mutant ("lo-1) close 
the centromere of the same linkage group. From dissection of asci with a spore 
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TABLE 1 
Number of asci in the three main ascus classes harvested at various times after 
fertilization in three single point crosses 
Days a fter 
Cross 	 fertilization 4: 	 222:2 	- 	242 - 
5 248 298 6 54.0 73.5 
6 322 	230 	0 41.7 80.4 
S229 x i. 	 7 372 193 2 34.0 83.8 
8 - 	- 	- - - 
9 481 128 1 21.0 80.4 
6 88 	147 	20 57.6 68.2 
7 108 121 28 47.1 79.1 
c79 x 	-#. 	 8 124 	113 	14 45.0 84.2 
9 124 97 12 41.6 86.3 
10 180 	64 	7 25.5 86.6 
4 61 91 33 49.2 37.1 
5 100 164 64 50.0 63.2 
S187 x + 	 6 116 108 31 42.4 83.3 
7 75 69 30 39.7 89.7 
8 157 100 46 33.0 71.6 
Scorable asci are non-discharged asci in which the segregation of spore colors is unambiguoi 
color pattern of 2:4:2 it is known (BOND, unpublished observations) that appro 
mately 90% of these asci are recombinant between the mo-I mutant and the: 
locus of which S187 is a member. Assuming that all the 2:4:2 asci are recomF 
national, and extrapolating to 2:2:2:2 asci, 9/10 of the recombinant asyxnmetr 
asci can be detected using  this marker. 
A sample of asci were dissected on day 4 and another sample dissected 4 da: 
TABLE 2 
The number and frequency of recombinants and non-recombinants amongst 2:22,2 
asci from ascus dissection of two crosses of 
mo-i 	S187 >< _+ 	± 
	
Reco,rtlflaflt 	 NOfl-rtCclnIflt 	 Mci recG,Ttlnflt 
2:2 	ci 	 2222 	 ---: 
Day 5 	 25 	 71 	 26.0 ± 4.5 
Cross 1 
Day 9 	 21 	 71 	 22.8 ± 4.4 
Day 4 	 20 	 76 	 20.8 ± 4.1 
Cross 2 
Day 8 	 23 	 81 	 22.1 ± 4.1 
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FIGuRE 2.— -ilie decline in the frequency of 2:2:2:2 asci with time for crosses of three spore 
[or mutants. 
ter, after the presumed increase in recombinants had taken place. Dissections 
ere carried out on two separate crosses and on both occasions there was no 
crease in the frequency of asci recombinant between the markers mo-I and 
'87, although there had been the customary decrease in the 2:2:2:2 frequency. 
bat is, there was no enrichment of recombinants due to the discharge of spindle 
'erlap asci. 
Preferential discharge of asci was not confined to single point crosses. Tables 
and 4 contain the results obtained from a two-point cross involving c79 and 
1 87. This experiment was designed to test the possibility that there was a prefer-
[tial discharge of asci containing wild-type spores. The rationale of this experi-
ent will be considered more fully in the DISCUSSION. 
In the cross of c72 x S187 there are four possible spore genotypes which are 
I phenotypically distinguishable. Spores of the genotypes c79 S187; c79 
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TABLE 3 
The number and frequency of ascus types in the cross: 
c79 	 S!57 
0 
	
Days after 	 Pret1 	 No'-p rt 	 tet ,-e tyce 
fertilization ditypes Tetrtypes 	 ditypes dischaesed 
5 	371 (87.5%) 51 (12.0%) 2 (0.5%) 
6 329 (78.9%) 87 (20.9%) 1 (0.2%) 	 21.9 
7 	426 (77.3%) 123 (22.3%) 2 (0.4%) 
8 	408 (76.4%) 124 (23.2%) 2 (0.4%) 	 23.2 
9 	453 (77.8%) 127 (21.8%) 2 (0.3%) 	 26.9 
10 196 (69.8) 85 (30.2%) 0 24 
S187; c79 S187; c79 S187 are, respectively, buff, yellow, black and whit( 
From the results in Table 3 it can be seen that there was no tendency for ther 
to he a preferential discharge of asci with black spores. Such a tendency woul 
cause the frequency of tetratypes to decrease with age. In fact, the frequency o 
tetratypes rose as the cross matured to a value of 23%, remained constant fo 
several days, and then rose again to 30% on day 10. A sample of asci collecte 
on the petri dish lid for 5 successive days showed no variation in tetratyp 
frequency. 
The results of sequencing spores in asci from the same two-point cross ar 
recorded in Table 4. These results are also graphed in Figure 3. Both marker 
involved in the cross showed the phenomenon when crossed separately to wil 
type. When intercrossed both alleles can be distributed in a 2:2:2:2 manner ii 
the parental ditype asci and in this case 2:2:2:2 asci are preferentially discharged 
Of course, in parental ditype asci the sequence refers to buff and yellow spore 
rather than wild type and mutant as for the single-point crosses. In tetratyp 
asci a 2:2:2:2 distribution of one allelic pair excludes the possibility of a 2:2:2: 
TABLE 4 
The distribution of the huff allele (6) in parental dii ype and let rat ype a.sci from the cross 








Inter 44 2:2:22 242 2222s 44 222.2 242 2222s 
5 135 213 23 57.4 15 32 4 62.7 64.9 
6 167 145 17 44.1 22 53 12 60.9 72.8 
7 217 191 18 44.8 49 66 8 53.7 75.5 
8 257 134 17 32.8 64 54 6 43.5 79.9 
9 259 168 26 37.1 70 52 5 40.9 88.5 
10 126 59 11 30.1 49 33 3 38.8 91.3 
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FIGiJU 3-- ]'ho frequency of 2:2:2:2 distribution of the buff allele in parental ditype and 
tratvpe asci from the cross: 
c79 	+ 	+ 	S187 
X  
Data taken from that in Table 4. 
stribution of the other. In these asci, therefore, the phenomenon can either 
sappear or be shown by one of the two loci. In tetratypes preferential matura-
)fl and discharge did occur. Asci with a 2:2:2:2 distribution of the buff allele 
Lowed the decline in frequency. 
The sequence of spores in all asci from all crosses was recorded. There were 
) major differences between any of the complementary spore sequences within 
i ascus class. For example, there was no difference in the frequency of 2+:2m: 
f:2m and 2m:2+:2m:2+ asci. For the two-point crosses there are four possible 
sitions for the wild-type spore pair within a tetratype ascus. There was no 
ndency for asci with the black spores in any one position to be discharged 
fore the others. 
DISCUSSION 
All crosses studied in S. brevicollis have, in our hands, shown a significant 
c1ine in the frequency of 2:2:2:2 asci with increasing age of the cross. The 
triations which occurred in the frequencies of the main ascus classes are a 
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reflection of the complex relationship which exists between ascus maturation a 
ascospore discharge. The onset of 2:2:2:2 decline coincided with ascospore d, 
charge, and this observation implicates preferential dehiscence in the pl. 
nomenon. Of course the bias in discharge may be a reflection of some oth 
attribute of these asci, e.g. shorter maturation time. 
The early maturation and/or dehiscence of 2:2:2:2 asci may be because of sot 
attribute of this class, per se, (e.g. the distribution of spore phenotypes with 
the ascus) which distinguishes it from other classes. Alternatively, a major coi 
ponent of the class may exhibit preferential discharge. In the latter case t 
component would have to have proportionally more representation in the 2:2:2 
class than in the others. For centromere-linked markers spindle overlap asci a 
an example of this case. 
The ascus dissection experiment was designed to test the specific hypothesis 
preferential discharge of the overlap asci. By using appropriate formulae to es 
mate the frequency of spindle overlap (MACDONALD, unpublished) it is possil 
to calculate the expected frequency for the proportion of recombinants in 2:2:2 
asci at any given time point. Thus, if spindle overlap asci were being prefere 
tially discharged, then in cross 1 24% recombinants were expected on day 5 a: 
38% on day 9. For the second cross the expectations were 12% and 28% on da 
4 and 8, respectively. The result of the experiment was quite clear. There ' 
no change in the relative proportions of overlap and recombinational asci with 
the 2:2:2:2's. Thus during the cross development there were large frequen 
changes between the three main ascus classes but within the 2:2:2:2 asci t 
proportions of the two developmental types remained constant. 
Preferential discharge of asci has been reported before, although not of t 
magnitude reported here. LAMB (1967) has suggested that the position of t 
wild-type spores in an ascus affects its maturation and consequently its dischar{ 
It was possible therefore that the 2:2:2:2 asci were preferentially discharged 
account of the distribution of the black spores within the ascus. This idea '' 
tested by analyzing a cross of two linked spore color mutants. In a cross of 09 
S187 only recombinant asci contain black spores.. If these affect ascus maturati 
then recombinant asci should be preferentially discharged. The results of t 
experiment indicated that there was no selective discharge of recombinants. 
the other hand, data from the same cross indicated a preferential discharge 
2:2:2:2 asci regardless of whether they contain some black spores or all mute 
spores. 
Two parameters, spindle overlap and recombination, are estimated from t 
frequencies of the major ascus classes found in a cross. For recombinati 
second-division segregation frequencies are required. For spindle overlap t 
symmetrical and asymmetrical second-division sequences are compared. Cleai 
the preferential discharge of asci in any major class will affect estimates of t 
frequency of both these parameters. For example, the frequency of spindle ov,  
lap as calculated using the formulae of WHITEHOUSE (1957) or CHEN (196 
will apparently vary with the time of sampling asci from the cross. 
The ascus dissection data indicate that, despite a changing relationsi 
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tween classes, within any class the frequency of overlap and recombinant asci 
constant. This can be used as a basis for estimating spindle overlap frequency 
d will be the subject of a further communication. 
We are indebted to Ma. E. D. ROBERTS for skillfully preparing the figures. One of us (D.J.M.) 
n receipt of an M.R.C. RESEARCH STUDENTSHIP. 
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The frequency of spindle overlap during ascus development in Sordaria brevicollis 
has been found by different workers to vary widely between crosses. This variation 
was confirmed and it was proposed that it can be accounted for largely by assuming 
that different types of asci have different rates of maturation and discharge. This 
assumption was confirmed by observation. In single point crosses the frequency of 
asci with a 2:2:2:2 distribution of wild type and mutant spores declined as the crosses 
matured. It was proposed that either spindle overlap asci or 2:2:2:2 asci per se 
matured and were discharged preferentially. Ascus dissection experiments failed to 
distinguish between these alternatives. 
The production and distribution of perithecia and protoperithecja in Sordarja 
brevicollis is determined by environmental and genetic factors. It was found that 
the primary stimulus to protoperithecium production under laboratory conditions was 
an interaction between a growing culture and a physical barrier, such as a petri dish 
wall. Exhaustion of nutrients and the accumulation of organic substances in the 
medium did not play a major role in the induction of fruiting. Two genes, per-1 and 
per-2, which affect fruiting have -been fund. Per-1 per 2 cultures were completely 
devoid of protoperithecia. Per 1 per 2 cultures have a characteristic phenotype 
with a fertile colony centre and a sterile margin. The concentration of some 
phosphorylated intermediates of carbohydrate metabolism dropped markedly in the sterile 
regions of cultures when their growth was impeded by a physical barrier. The nature 
of the interaction between a culture and a barrier was speculated on. No evidence 
was found to suggest a role for cyclic AMP in the regulation of these morphogenetj.c 
events. 
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